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Abstract—Silicon photonics offers tremendous potential for in-8
expensive high-yield photonic-electronic integration. Besides con-9
ventional dielectric waveguides, plasmonic structures can also be10
efficiently realized on the silicon photonic platform, reducing de-11
vice footprint by more than an order of magnitude. However, nei-12
ther silicon nor metals exhibit appreciable second-order optical13
nonlinearities, thereby making efficient electro-optic modulators14
challenging to realize. These deficiencies can be overcome by the15
concepts of silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) and plasmonic-organic16
hybrid integration, which combine SOI waveguides and plasmonic17
nanostructures with organic electro-optic cladding materials.18
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I. INTRODUCTION 21

E LECTRO-OPTIC (EO) modulators are key building 22

blocks for highly integrated photonic-electronic circuits 23

on the silicon platform [1]–[4]. Due to the absence of linear 24

EO effects in bulk silicon, current modulators mostly rely on 25

free-carrier dispersion (FCD) by exploiting depletion [5] or 26

injection [6] of holes in diode or metal-oxide-semiconductor 27

(MOS) structures [7]. However, these concepts do not allow for 28

fast devices that feature low drive voltage and small footprint 29

simultaneously. Carrier injection enables voltage-length prod- 30

ucts as small as Uπ L = 0.36 Vmm, but the free-carrier lifetime 31

limits the modulation speed [6]. Carrier-depletion modulators, 32

in contrast, support symbol rates of up to 70 GBd when exploit- 33

ing frequency dependent impedance mismatch to compensate 34

for the low-pass characteristic of the device [8], but typical 35

voltage-length products are beyond 10 Vmm [2], [9]. Similarly, 36

high-speed plasmonic modulators predominantly exploit the in- 37

teraction of surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes with free 38

carriers in semiconductors or metals [10]–[13], thereby suffer- 39

ing from limitations in speed and efficiency. 40

These deficiencies can be overcome by the concepts of 41

silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) and plasmonic-organic hybrid 42

(POH) integration, which combine silicon-on-insulator (SOI) 43

waveguides and plasmonic nanostructures with organic EO 44

claddings. In this paper, we review recent progress in the field of 45

SOH [14]–[24] and POH [25]–[28] integration. The SOH con- 46

cept enables highly efficient modulators having voltage-length 47
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Fig. 1. Silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) MZM. (a) Schematic of the MZM. The device consists of two slot-waveguide (WG) phase modulators, driven in push-pull
operation by a single coplanar GSG transmission line. Before and after the modulator sections, the light is split and combined by multimode interference couplers
(MMI). (b) Cross-section of an SOH MZM using tungsten vias to connect the GSG transmission line to the Si slot waveguide. Push-pull operation is obtained
by an appropriate choice of poling directions (blue arrows) of the EO cladding in both arms with respect to the direction of the local RF field (red arrows).
(c) Cross-sectional view and simulated distribution of the dominant electrical component εx of the optical quasit-TE mode field for a single phase modulator
(slot width 160 nm, rail width 210 nm, waveguide height 220 nm). The optical mode is strongly confined to the slot due to electric-field discontinuities at the
slot sidewalls. (d) Simulated εx -component of the RF mode field of the slot waveguide. The modulation voltage drops across the narrow slot resulting in a high
modulation field that has a strong overlap with the optical mode. (e) Transmission versus dc voltage of a MZM having 1 mm long phase shifters. At bias voltages
above 3 V, the π-voltage of the device amounts to Uπ = 0.5 V, corresponding to a voltage-length product of Uπ L = 0.5 Vmm. For smaller dc voltages, free
charges in the cladding lead to a partial screening of the applied electric field and hence to slightly increased π-voltages for dc operation. (f) High-speed operation:
Phase modulation index η vs. frequency for an on-chip RF power of 10 dBm. When using an electric gate field Egate to increase the conductivity of the slabs, a
3 dB bandwidth of at least 100 GHz can be achieved [20]. The horizontal dotted black lines represent the maximum value (upper line) and a fraction of 70.7%
thereof (−3 dB, lower line). (Figure adapted from [15]).

products as small as Uπ L = 0.5 Vmm [20]–[22]. SOH modula-48

tors can be designed for low energy consumptions of only a few49

femtojoule per bit [19], [20] or for high modulation frequencies50

of up to 100 GHz [21]. Moreover, SOH devices are perfectly51

suited for advanced modulation formats such as quadrature52

phase-shift keying (QPSK) and 16-state quadrature-amplitude53

modulation (16QAM) [22], [23]. The high modulation effi-54

ciency of SOH modulators allows to drive the devices directly55

from binary CMOS output ports of standard field-programmable56

gate arrays (FPGA) for generating advanced modulation formats57

without the use of digital-to-analog converters (DAC) or radio-58

frequency (RF) drive amplifiers [24]. POH modulators stand out59

due to their high modulation speed and ultra-compact footprint,60

featuring voltage-length products down to Uπ L = 0.05 Vmm61

and typical lengths of a few tens of micrometers [25]–[28]. The62

viability of the devices has been demonstrated in a series of63

data transmission experiments using binary phase shift keying64

(BPSK), on-off-keying (OOK) and four-state amplitude shift65

keying (4-ASK) as modulation formats [25], [26]–[28].66

The paper is structured as follows: In Section II, we introduce67

the principles and the unique features of SOH devices and cover68

a series of experimental demonstrations. Section III introduces69

the POH approach and summarizes the corresponding exper-70

imental demonstrations, and Section IV gives a comparison71

of the various modulator concepts. The paper is concluded72

by an outlook covering current activities and future research73

directions, see Section V. The Appendix gives details on 74

mathematical models used to estimate modulator performance 75

end efficiency. 76

II. SOH INTEGRATION 77

A. The SOH Device Concept 78

The basic structure of an SOH Mach–Zehnder modulator 79

(MZM) is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) [14], [15]. The MZM comprises 80

two SOH phase modulators that are driven in push-pull mode 81

by a single coplanar transmission line in ground-signal-ground 82

(GSG) configuration. Each of the phase modulators consists of 83

a slot waveguide, which is covered by an organic EO material, 84

see cross-section in Fig. 1(b). The fundamental optical quasi- 85

TE mode is strongly confined to the slot region due to field 86

discontinuities at the slot sidewalls [29], Fig. 1(c). At the same 87

time, the metal strips of the transmission line are electrically 88

connected to the rails of the phase modulators by thin n-doped 89

silicon slabs such that a voltage applied to the transmission line 90

drops across the narrow slot. This results in a strong modulat- 91

ing RF field that overlaps perfectly with the optical quasi-TE 92

mode, see Fig. 1(d). For connecting the slot-waveguide phase 93

shifters to conventional SOI strip waveguides in an MZM con- 94

figuration, logarithmically tapered strip-to-slot converters are 95

used that have insertion losses of less than 0.1 dB at lengths of 96

less than 10 μm [30]. 97
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The basic SOI waveguide structures can be fabricated by98

widely available CMOS processes, and the EO organic material99

is then deposited by spin coating. Directly after deposition,100

the organic material does not show any macroscopic EO effect101

due to random orientation of the chromophore molecules. To102

induce macroscopic EO activity, the material is poled by heating103

it to the glass-transition temperature Tg while applying a dc104

poling voltage Upoling between the floating ground electrodes105

of the MZM. The resulting poling fields in the slots align the106

dipolar chromophores as indicated by the dark blue arrows in107

Fig. 1(b) [20]. While keeping the poling voltage constant, the108

chip is cooled back to room temperature such that the acentric109

order of the chromophores is conserved. The RF modulation110

field of the GSG transmission line, indicated by red arrows in111

Fig. 1(b), is parallel to the chromophore orientation in the left112

phase shifter and antiparallel in the phase shifter on the right-113

hand side, thereby resulting in efficient push-pull operation of114

the device.115

The π-voltages of the SOH MZM are obtained from measur-116

ing the transmission as a function of an applied DC voltage, see117

Fig. 1(e). For a device with 1 mm-long phase shifters, we find118

a π-voltage Uπ of only 0.5 V for bias voltages of more than119

3 V, corresponding to a voltage-length product of only Uπ L =120

0.5 Vmm, see Fig. 1(e) [20]. For smaller bias voltages, we ob-121

serve slightly increased spacings of the transmission dips and122

hence slightly increased π-voltages, which is attributed to free123

ions in the cladding that lead to a partial screening of the applied124

fields at small bias voltages. This effect is only observable for125

low frequencies and does not impede RF operation.126

The modulation speed of the modulators is limited by the127

RC time constant of the slot waveguide structure: The slot128

corresponds to a capacitor C, which is charged and discharged129

via the resistive silicon slabs, see Fig. 1(d). The EO bandwidth130

can be increased by applying a static gate voltage between the131

substrate and the top silicon layer, which increases the conduc-132

tivity of the slabs by inducing a charge accumulation layer [31].133

Applying this technique to a short device of only 500 μm length134

results in 3 dB bandwidths of more than 100 GHz,Fig. 1(f) [21].135

The SOH approach is a general concept, which is not limited136

to EO modulators only. We have shown that particularly com-137

pact and power-efficient phase shifters can be realized by using138

liquids crystals as a cladding of the SOH waveguide [32], [33].139

For a device length of 1.7 mm, we achieved an overall phase140

shift of approximately 80 π at a voltage of 4 V [32]. Similarly,141

we could demonstrate pulsed lasing in optically pumped SOH142

waveguides that have dye-doped polymers as a cladding [34].143

B. Efficiency of SOH Devices144

Energy efficiency is one of the most important metrics of145

photonic-electronic interfaces. The energy consumption of an146

EO modulator depends not only on the physical properties of147

the phase shifters, but also on the electronic design of the feed148

circuitry. Conventionally, modulators are designed as travelling-149

wave devices, having a 50 Ω input impedance, matched to the150

ZL = 50 Ω wave impedance of standard transmission lines and151

RF cables. For estimating the energy consumption, the device152

Fig. 2. Equivalent-circuit models of EO modulators. (a) Impedance-matched
travelling-wave device featuring an ohmic input load impedance of RL = 50 Ω,
connected to a transmission line having a wave impedance ZL = 50 Ω and a
signal source with an internal impedance of Ri.= 50 Ω. The modulator drive
voltage is only half the internal source voltage, Udrive = U0/2. For estimat-
ing the energy consumption, the device is modeled by a single 50 Ω resistor.
(b) Unterminated lumped-element EO modulator represented by a capacitive
load C. If the device is driven below its RiC cut-off frequency, the drive
voltage reaches a steady-state value which is equal to the open-circuit source
voltage, Udrive = U0. The energy consumption is then dictated by the power
dissipation in the resistor Ri during charging and dis-charging the capacitor.
This power dissipation is independent of the exact value of Ri .

can be modeled by an equivalent circuit consisting of a single 153

load resistor of RL = 50 Ω, see Fig. 2(a). The driving source 154

is characterized by an open-circuit voltage of U0 and an inter- 155

nal impedance of Ri = 50 Ω for minimum back reflection and 156

maximum power transfer to the transmission line. The modu- 157

lator drive voltage is then only half of the open-circuit source 158

voltage, Udrive = U0/2. For simple on-off-keying, the per-bit 159

energy consumption in the modulator can be estimated by con- 160

sidering the power dissipation in the load resistor during one bit 161

slot of duration Tbit , 162

Wbit =
U 2

driveTbit

4RL
. (1)

This concept leads to comparatively high energy consump- 163

tions: For operating voltages of only Udrive = 1 V, a load resis- 164

tance of RL = 50Ω, and a data rate of 10 Gb/s, i.e., a bit duration 165

of Tbit = 100 ps, the per-bit energy consumption amounts to 166

500 fJ/bit. 167

This energy consumption can be considerably reduced by us- 168

ing SOH devices. First, due to highly efficient EO materials and 169

the thereby decreased voltage-length products of Uπ L ≈ 0.5 170

Vmm, SOH phase shifters can be made much shorter than their 171

all-silicon counterparts that rely on FCD. As a consequence, 172

the length of SOH devices can be kept short in comparison to 173

the RF wavelength of the modulating signal on the chip, and the 174

devices do not need to be designed in an impedance-matched 175

travelling-wave configuration. Instead, the modulators can be 176

operated as purely capacitive loads, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b), 177

assuming that the electronic driver circuitry can be co-integrated 178

in close proximity such that the feed lines can be kept short and 179

impedance matching is not required. Assuming that the device 180

is driven below its RiC cut-off frequency fc = 1/(2πRiC) , the 181

drive voltage reaches a steady-state value which is equal to the 182

internal source voltage, Udrive = U0 . The energy consumption 183

is then dictated by the power dissipation in the resistor Ri during 184

charging and discharging the capacitor. This power dissipation 185

is independent of the exact value of Ri . For non-return-to-zero 186

(NRZ) OOK, the power dissipation can be estimated to be [35] 187

Wbit =
CU 2

drive

4
=

QbitUdrive

2
(2)
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where Qbit = C Udrive/2 denotes the average charge that has188

to be transported into the device per bit. Typical capacitances189

of SOH modulators amount to 200 fF for a 500 μm long device190

[19]. Assuming a drive voltage of 1 V, this leads to a typical191

per-bit energy consumption of 50 fJ/bit, which is approximately192

an order of magnitude smaller than the value estimated for193

travelling-wave devices.194

Besides the operating voltage Udrive , Eq. (2) introduces the195

charge transport Qbit per bit as another important figure of merit196

(FOM) that characterizes the efficiency of a capacitive EO phase197

shifter such as a reverse-biased pn-junction, an MOS capacitor,198

or an SOH or POH slot waveguide structure. To a first-order199

approximation, the phase shift in such a device is proportional200

to the charge transport, but independent of the device length:201

Increasing the length of the phase shifter will not only increase202

the phase shift for a given variation of refractive index and charge203

density, but also the active volume and hence the capacitance204

of the device will be increased, such that the ratio of phase205

shift Δϕ and the associated charge transfer ΔQ is constant, see206

Appendix for a more detailed analysis. Let us first consider a207

continuous-wave (CW) optical signal of vacuum wavelength λ208

that is phase-modulated by FCD in a silicon strip waveguide of209

width w and height h. Following the analysis described in the210

Appendix, the ratio of charge transfer and phase shift for FCD211

devices can be estimated to be212

ΔQFCD

ΔΦFCD
=

λwhe
2πBΓcore

(3)

where e = 1.602 × 10−19 C is the elementary electric charge,213

Γcore denotes the field interaction factor of the guided mode214

with the silicon waveguide core, and B = 2.7 × 10−21 cm3 is a215

material constant of silicon that relates the change of the density216

of holes to the change of the refractive index, see Appendix.217

Note that the ratio of charge transfer and phase shift given in218

Eq. (3) is rather insensitive to the exact implementation of the219

device, since the parameter ranges for waveguide width w and220

height h are usually determined by the necessity to maintain221

low-loss single-mode operation of the device. For typical values222

of λ = 1.55 μm, h = 220 nm, w = 450 nm, and Γcore = 0.8,223

we obtain charge transfers of the order of ΔQFCD/ΔφFCD ≈ 6224

pC/π for devices that are based on FCD.225

Similarly, we can estimate the normalized charge transfer226

for an SOH device, clad by an organic EO material of optical227

refractive index nEO , EO coefficient r33 , and an RF dielectric228

constant εr , see Appendix for more details. In this case, the ratio229

of charge transfer and phase shift amounts to230

ΔQSOH

ΔΦSOH
=

λε0εrh

2πr33n3
EOΓslot,x

(4)

where ε0 = 8854 × 10−12 As/Vm denotes the vacuum per-231

mittivity, and Γslot,x is the field interaction factor of the Ex -232

component of the guided mode field with the EO material in the233

slot, see Eq. (20) of the Appendix for the mathematical relation-234

ship and Fig. 8(a) for numerically calculated values. Also here,235

the ratio of charge transfer and phase shift is rather insensitive236

with respect to the device geometry, given the fact that there is237

only limited flexibility of choosing the height h of a single-mode 238

SOI waveguide. For typical values of λ = 1.55 μm, nEO = 1.7, 239

r33 = 150 pm/V, h = 220 nm, εr = 6, and Γslot,x = 0.25, we 240

obtain charge transfers of the order of ΔQSOH/ΔφSOH ≈ 50 241

fC/π. This means that for a given phase shift the charge transport 242

required in an SOH device is more than two orders of magni- 243

tude smaller than that for a conventional silicon photonic device 244

relying on FCD. This figure is independent of the length and 245

hence independent of the operation voltage of the device. This 246

confirms the superior efficiency of the SOH approach. Note that 247

the ratio ΔQSOH/ΔφSOH derived for SOH devices also applies 248

to POH modulators, see Appendix. A more detailed comparison 249

of different FOM for SOH, POH, and FCD modulators is given 250

in Section IV. 251

C. Advanced EO Materials 252

Besides the design of the optical waveguide and of the RF 253

feed line, the EO properties of the cladding are of crucial impor- 254

tance for the performance of SOH modulators. Conventionally, 255

the most commonly used cladding materials for SOH integration 256

are polymers doped with EO chromophores [36], [37]. While 257

these guest-host materials exhibit EO coefficients r33 as high as 258

198 pm/V at a wavelength of 1550 nm in bulk material or stacked 259

thin-film layers [38], [39], values measured in SOH devices were 260

much smaller, ranging from 20 to 60 pm/V [36], [37]–[40]. We 261

demonstrated that significantly larger in-device EO coefficients 262

of up to 230 pm/V can be achieved by using monolithic or binary 263

chromophores that do not require a polymer matrix to mitigate 264

dipolar interaction and detrimental head-to-tail orientation of 265

the chromophore molecules [19]. Fig. 3(a), (b), and (c) show 266

different molecular structures of EO materials. YLD124 is an 267

EO chromophore that is usually used in conventional guest-host 268

systems [41], [42], whereas the chromophores DLD164 and 269

PSLD41 are structurally engineered molecules optimized for 270

enhanced poling efficiency when used in monolithic form. For 271

DLD164, Fig. 3(b), pendant coumarin-containing site-isolation 272

groups (depicted in blue) mitigate dipole-dipole interaction and 273

reduce the rotational degrees of freedom of the chromophores 274

from three to two. This improves the chromophore alignment 275

for a given poling field by roughly a factor of two [39]. For 276

PSLD41, Fig. 3(c), perfluoraryl-containing side-groups (“site- 277

isolation groups,” depicted in blue) are used to effectively re- 278

duce the dipole-dipole interaction of neighboring molecules. 279

The chromophore features a dendrimer structure, consisting of 280

a central connecting motif that links three EO substructures. 281

This results in a spherical shape of the molecule and improved 282

poling efficiency [43]. 283

To investigate the performance of these materials in SOH de- 284

vices, we apply them to nominally identical modulator chips 285

and measure the π-voltage at dc such that the EO coefficient r33 286

can be derived. Fig. 3(d) depicts the resulting r33 as a function 287

of the applied poling field for various materials. This allows 288

calculating the poling efficiency, i.e., the ratio r33/Epoling in 289

the limit of small poling fields, indicated by the straight fitted 290

lines in Fig. 3(d). For a guest-host system of YLD124 (25 wt.%) 291
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Fig. 3. (a)–(c) Chemical structures of EO chromophores. The EO active cores are drawn in red. The materials DLD164 and PSLD41 consist of structurally
engineered chromophores that enable high chromophore densities and a high degree of chromophore orientation during poling. Sidegroups that lead to matrix
stabilization and enhancement of molecular orientation are marked in blue. (a) YLD124, used in guest-host systems (PMMA doped with 25 wt% YLD124) or in
a binary-chromophore organic glass together with PSLD41 (25:75 wt%). (b) DLD164, used in pure form as a monolithic chromophore. (c) PSLD41, a dendritic
molecule that combines three EO substructures, marked in light blue. (d) Measured poling efficiencies r33 / Epoling for the different organic cladding materials.
We find extraordinarily high in-device EO coefficients for DLD164 (190 pm/V) and for the YLD124/PSLD41 mixture (230 pm/V). (Figure adapted from [16]).

in PMMA, we measure small r33-values of less than 29 pm/V292

only along with low poling efficiencies of 0.23 nm2/V2. These293

values are far below those achieved in the corresponding bulk294

material [38] and similar to previously reported results in other295

guest-host systems [36]–[44]. For the pure monolithic chro-296

mophore DLD164, we find a much higher poling efficiency of297

1.17 nm2/V2 and a large r33 of up to 190 pm/V, see green trace298

in Fig. 3(d). For pure PSLD41, both the in-device r33 and the299

poling efficiency are slightly smaller and amount to 97 pm/V300

and 0.31 nm2/V2, respectively, whereas a mixture of YLD124301

and PSLD41 (25:75 wt.%) results in an EO coefficient of 230302

pm/V which is even higher than that of its constituents with a303

poling efficiency of 0.92 nm2/V2. These findings are in good304

agreement with results obtained in the corresponding bulk ma-305

terial, where the binary chromophore system YLD124/PSLD41306

was found to have an r33 coefficient that exceeds even the sum307

of the r33 coefficients of its constituents [45]. The observed r33308

coefficient of 230 pm/V is the highest reported value in an SOH309

device until now, and is even higher than previously reported310

record values of a fully organic MZM, where 137 pm/V was311

measured [46].312

Comparing in-device EO coefficients r33 to the values ob-313

tained for the corresponding EO bulk materials, we find that314

poling efficiencies r33/Epoling for bulk material are generally315

higher than for thin layers in SOH devices. However, the thin lay-316

ers of EO material in SOH devices turn out to be more resilient317

with respect to dielectric breakdown, such that higher electric318

poling fields Epoling can be applied than in bulk configurations.319

We attribute the increased resilience to thin-film effects and to a320

low number of defects in the SOH slot region. The ability to use321

higher poling fields may even overcompensate the effect of a re-322

duced poling efficiency: For PSLD41, the highest reported bulk323

EO coefficient amounts to r33 = 90 pm/V and is achieved for a324

poling field of 90 V/μm, whereas an r33-coefficient of 98 pm/V325

was observed in an SOH device for a poling field of more than326

300 V/μm, which is far beyond the maximum applicable poling327

field of 100 V/μm in bulk material. A more detailed discussion328

can be found in [19].329

D. Advanced EO SOH Devices: Modulation at fj/bit and 330

Advanced Modulation Formats 331

The viability of SOH devices has been demonstrated in a 332

series of experiments. By combining highly efficient EO ma- 333

terials with ultra-short devices that can be operated as purely 334

capacitive loads, MZM with record-low power consumptions 335

were demonstrated [19], [20]. In an OOK signaling experiment, 336

a peak-to-peak drive voltage of only 80 mVpp was sufficient 337

to keep the measured bit-error ratio (BER) below the hard- 338

decision forward-error correction (FEC) threshold of 4.510−3 339

[47]. This corresponds to a record-low energy consumption of 340

only 0.7 fJ/bit [20]. For a BER below 10−9 , a drive voltage 341

of Udrive = 460 mVpp was required, corresponding to a power 342

consumption of 27 fJ/bit. An eye diagram for a peak-to-peak 343

drive voltage of 300 mVpp is depicted in Fig. 4(a), correspond- 344

ing to an energy consumption of 10 fJ/bit. These figures are an 345

order of magnitude below the energy consumption of all-silicon 346

MZM relying on FCD [48]. Besides conventional OOK, SOH 347

MZM also support advanced modulation formats such as binary 348

phase shift keying (BPSK) and bipolar amplitude shift keying 349

(ASK), Fig. 4(b) [17]. Using bipolar 4ASK at a symbol rate 350

of 64 GBd, we demonstrated line rates of up to 128 Gb/s [49]. 351

Moreover, QPSK and 16-state quadrature amplitude modulation 352

(16QAM) have been demonstrated with symbol rates (raw data 353

rates) of up to 45 GBd (90 Gb/s) and 40 GBd (160 Gb/s), respec- 354

tively, see Fig. 4(c) and (d) [22]–[24]. For 16QAM transmission 355

at 28 GBd, the IQ modulator was operated with peak-to-peak 356

drive voltages of 600 mVpp , leading to a power consumption 357

of only 19 fJ/bit [22]. This is the lowest drive voltage and the 358

lowest energy consumption that has so far been reported for a 359

silicon 16QAM modulator at comparable speed. 360

The high modulation efficiency of SOH devices can be used 361

to greatly simplify the electronic driver circuitry. In particular, 362

it is possible to directly use the binary outputs of state-of-the- 363

art CMOS circuitry for generating the sub-1 V drive signals 364

required to operate the modulator. We have demonstrated gen- 365

eration of simple OOK signals by connecting an SOH MZM 366
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Fig. 4. Experimental demonstration of high-performance SOH modulators. (a) Modulation at ultra-low energy consumption: When operating a short device
with high EO efficiency as a capacitive load, good signal quality can be obtained for modulation energies of a few femtojoule per bit [19], [20]. (b) Constellation
diagrams for BPSK and bipolar ASK along with the corresponding error-vector magnitudes (EVM). BPSK transmission was found to be error-free. For the bipolar
4ASK (56 Gb/s) and the bipolar 8ASK (84 Gb/s), the measured BER amounted to 2 × 10−6 and 9.7 × 10−3 , respectively [17]. (c) Constellation diagrams of
QPSK signals for symbol rates of 35 and 45 GBd [22], [23]. No bit errors were detected within our record length of 62.5 μs for 35 GBd, and the error vector
magnitude (EVMm ) indicate error-free signals with BER < 10−9 . At 45 GBd, the BER amounts to 1.5 × 10−5 and is well below the threshold for hard-decision
FEC with 7% overhead. (d) Constellation diagrams of 16QAM-signals for symbol rates of 28 and 40 GBd. For 28 GBd, the IQ modulator was operated with
peak-to-peak voltages of Upp = 0.6 V, leading to a power consumption of 19 fJ/bit and a BER of 5.1 × 10−5 —well below the threshold for second-generation
hard-decision FEC. For 40 GBd, the BER is still below the 2.4 × 10−2 threshold for soft-decision FEC with 20 % overhead. (Figure adapted from [15]).

Fig. 5. DAC-less amplifier-less generation of 16QAM signals by driving a
highly efficient SOH IQ modulator from the binary CMOS outputs of a FPGA via
a purely passive combiner network. The four-level drive signals for the in-phase
(I) and quadrature (Q) arm of the modulator are generated by superimposing
two binary signals, one of which is attenuated by a factor 2 in amplitude (6 dB).
The resulting four-level signal has a peak-to-peak amplitude of 400 m Vpp . and
is sufficient to generate high-quality 16QAM signals at a symbol rate of 10 GBd
and an energy consumption of only 18 fJ/bit [24].

directly to a standard 10 Gb/s GTX transmitter port of a Xilinx367

Virtex-7 FPGA without using an intermediate drive amplifier368

[50]. More recently, we have extended this concept to advanced369

modulation formats by demonstrating that 16QAM signals at370

13 GBd can be generated without using DAC or drive ampli-371

fiers [24]. The underlying concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. A372

highly efficient SOH IQ modulator is connected to four bi-373

nary CMOS outputs of a FPGA via a purely passive combiner374

network. The four-level drive signals for the in-phase (I) and375

quadrature (Q) MZM are generated by a purely passive com-376

biner network which superimposes two binary signals, one of377

which is attenuated by a factor 2 in amplitude (6 dB). The result-378

ing four-level signal has a peak-to-peak amplitude of 400 mVpp ,379

which is sufficient to generate 16QAM signals that maintain a380

BER below the threshold of hard-decision FEC with 7% over-381

head, even after propagation over 100 km [24]. The associated382

energy consumption amounts to only 18 fJ/bit and is smaller by383

more than an order of magnitude than that of conventional 16384

QAM transmitters.385

III. POH INTEGRATION386

A. The POH Device Concept387

The basic idea of the SOH concept can be transferred to388

plasmonic waveguides, leading to POH devices. In POH phase389

shifters, both the optical and the RF signal are guided by thin390

metal sheets, see Fig. 6(a) and (b) [25]. The two sheets form 391

a metal slot waveguide in which light propagates as a SPP 392

mode. The slot is filled with an EO polymer, and phase mod- 393

ulation is achieved by applying a voltage to the metal sheets. 394

The tight confinement of the SPP modes leads to an overlap of 395

optical and RF field that is even better than for POH waveg- 396

uides. As a consequence, record-low voltage-length products 397

down to Uπ L = 0.05 Vmm were demonstrated in POH devices 398

[27]. Moreover, POH modulators offer speed advantages com- 399

pared to their SOH counterparts: In SOH devices, charging and 400

discharging of the slot capacitance through the resistive silicon 401

slabs leads to an intrinsic RC time constant which may limit the 402

speed of the device as described in Section II-A [21]. POH de- 403

vices are not affected by such intrinsic limitations, since the slot 404

capacitance is connected to the source by a highly conductive 405

metal film, within which free carriers rearrange virtually instan- 406

taneously under the influence of an externally applied voltage. 407

Moreover, extrinsic speed limitations caused by a nonzero in- 408

ternal impedances of real-world voltage sources can be safely 409

neglected in POH devices due to the extraordinarily small ca- 410

pacitance, which can be of the order of C = 3 fF [27]. Together 411

with an internal source impedance of typically Ri = 50 Ω, this 412

leads to an RC-related bandwidth of the order of 1 THz, which 413

is far above the limitations imposed by current electronic drive 414

circuitry. This in combination with the essentially instantaneous 415

response of the organic EO cladding material frees POH devices 416

from any appreciable limitations of the modulation speed. 417

Since plasmonic waveguides still exhibit substantial propa- 418

gation loss, it is advantageous to embed the POH into a network 419

of conventional dielectric SOI waveguides that allow low-loss 420

transport of light across the photonic chip, see Fig. 6(c). For ef- 421

ficient mode conversion between the photonic strip waveguide 422

and the plasmonic slot waveguide, transitions between the di- 423

electric transport waveguides and the POH phase shifter sections 424

are realized by inversely tapered SOI structures that connect to 425

the input of a tapered SPP slot waveguide, Fig. 6(d) [25]. The 426

coupling structures are approximately 3 μm long and feature 427

power conversion efficiencies of more than 80% [25]. 428
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Fig. 6. POH phase modulator. (a) Optical mode: Light is guided as a SPP mode of a metal slot waveguide. The slot is filled with an EO polymer, and phase
modulation is achieved by applying a modulating voltage to the metal sheets. (b) RF mode: The applied voltage drops entirely across the slot, leading to perfect
overlap of the RF mode with the optical mode in the EO cladding. (c) POH modula-tor connected to dielectric SOI waveguides: Current plasmonic waveguides
feature high propagation losses. It is therefore advantageous to embed the POH phase modulator into conventional silicon photonic circuitry that uses low-loss
dielectric waveguides to transport light across the chip. (d) Mode converter between a photonic strip waveguide and a plasmonic slot waveguide made from gold
(Au). The converter structures are approximately 3 μm long and feature power conversion efficiencies of more than 80 %. (Figure modified from [25]).

Fig. 7. Experimental demonstration of a POH MZM. (a) The POH phase shifters are embedded into a Mach–Zehnder interferometer realized by conventional
SOI strip waveguides. Electrical signals are fed to the device using a GSG electrode configuration. (b), (c) Zoom-in of the POH phase shifters and the transitions
between dielectric SOI waveguides and plasmonic slot waveguides. (d) BER versus optical input power P 0 into the POH MZM for different phase shifter lengths
L. A phase shifter length of L = 29 μm leads to a compromise between the optical insertion loss and the modulation depth of the signal. (e) Frequency response
of a 29 μm-long POH phase modulator. The graph depicts the modulation index as a function of the modulating frequency for a sinusoidal RF modulation signal
delivered by a 50 Ω generator with an available power of –10 dBm. Grey dots indicate measured values, and the black line represents a linear fit to this data.
The frequency response is essentially flat over the measurement range, except for a small frequency-dependent decay and some oscillations that we attribute
to reflections from the POH modulator that acts as a capacitive load. To indicate the 3 dB limit, we include a dashed line at half the modulation index in the
low-frequency limit. The device features a 3 dB bandwidth of significantly more than 60 GHz.

B. Experimental Demonstrations of POH Devices429

The viability of POH EO modulators was demonstrated in first430

data transmission experiments using BPSK and conventional431

on-off keying (OOK) at data rates of 40 Gb/s as well as bipolar432

ASK with four levels (4ASK) at 90 Gb/s [25]–[28]. The MZM433

device layout and the experimental results for 40 Gb/s OOK are434

depicted in Fig. 7 [26]. The device consists of a Mach–Zehnder 435

interferometer realized by conventional SOI strip waveguides 436

with embedded POH phase shifter sections, see Fig. 7(a), (b), 437

and (c). 438

Electrical signals are fed to the device by GSG electrodes, and 439

appropriate poling of the POH phase shifters is used to enable 440
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF FOM OF DIFFERENT MODULATOR TYPES

Modulator
Type

Uπ L [Vmm] a [dB/mm] aUπ L
[dBV]

ΔQ/Δϕ[fC/π ] Wπ , 1 d B ,
[fJ]

pn-depletion 10.00 1 10 > 1000 5000
SOH 0.5 2 1 50 25
POH 0.05 200 10 12 60

efficient push-pull operation as described for SOH devices in441

Section II-A. The performance of the generated data signal442

depends predominantly on the length L of the phase shifters:443

Giving the limited RF drive power, short devices lead to an in-444

sufficient modulation depth, whereas long devices suffer from445

excessive optical insertion loss and hence degrade the signal446

quality as well.Fig. 7(d) shows measured BER versus optical447

input power P0 that is launched into MZM of different phase448

shifter lengths L. A length of L = 29μm leads to the lowest BER449

for a given launch power and hence represents a good compro-450

mise between the optical insertion loss and the modulation depth451

of the signal. To characterize the high-speed behavior of the de-452

vice, we measured the EO response of a 29 μm long POH phase453

modulator, see Fig. 7(e) which depicts the modulation index as454

a function of the modulation frequency for a 29 μm-long POH455

phase modulator. The device was driven by sinusoidal signal456

generator having an impedance of 50 Ω and an available RF457

power of –10 dBm. Grey dots indicated measured values, and458

the black line represents a linear fit to the measured data. The459

frequency response features a small frequency-dependent decay460

and some oscillations that we attribute to back-reflections due to461

the capacitive input impedance of the POH modulator. The 3 dB462

bandwidth of the device is significantly larger than the measure-463

ment range of 60 GHz. The decay of the frequency response is464

attributed to RC time constants that result from an interaction of465

the device capacitance with the 50 Ω internal impedance of the466

source and additional parasitic impedances of the feed circuitry.467

IV. COMPARISON OF DEVICE CONCEPTS AND PERFORMANCE468

When evaluating the performance of POH modulators in469

comparison to SOH devices and conventional depletion-type470

FCD modulators, several FOM need to be considered, see Ta-471

ble I. Note that for all FOM described in this section, smaller472

values correspond to superior device performance. This some-473

what counter-intuitive definition of the FOM is chosen to adhere474

to conventional modulator performance metrics that are com-475

monly used in the literature. Modulator efficiency is normally476

expressed by the product of π-voltage Uπ and device length L.477

In this respect, current SOH devices show more than an order478

of magnitude of improvement [20] compared to conventional479

depletion-type FCD modulators [2]–[9]. POH devices improve480

this FOM by another order of magnitude [27] due to an en-481

hanced interaction of the guided light and the RF modulation482

field within the EO material. For a more detailed quantitative483

analysis of the enhanced interaction, we consider the phase shift484

Δϕ accumulated along a phase-shifter waveguide of length L485

under the influence of an externally applied voltage,486

ΔΦ = −k0ΔneL. (5)

Fig. 8. Field interaction of the optical mode with the EO cladding material.
(a) Field interaction factor γslot of the optical mode with the EO cladding
material in the slot region Dslot as a function of slot width d for both POH
and SOH waveguides at a wavelength of 1550 nm. The field interaction factor
γslot ,x as defined in Eq. (20) of the Appendix takes into account both the effects
of spatial field overlap and of reduced group velocity. For the SOH device, the
height of the silicon waveguides amounts to hSi = 220 nm, and a value of
wra il = 240 nm was chosen for the width of the silicon rails, which represents
approximately the optimum for a maximum field interaction factor γslot ,x . In
general, POH devices feature a 2.5–3.5 times larger field interaction factor than
SOH devices due to the tight confinement of the plasmonic mode to the slot
region and due to a reduced group velocity of the plasmonic slot mode. For
POH devices, γslot ,x decreases as the height h of the metal is reduced, since
the mode field reaches further out of the slot region Dslot . Similarly, for SOH
devices, γslot decreases as the height hslab of the silicon slabs is increased,
since the optical mode field reaches out further into the slab region and the
intensity within Dslot reduces. For the width of the silicon rails, the optimum
value of wra il � 240 nm represents a trade-off between strong field confinement
in the silicon core for very wide rails and deep penetration of the mode field into
the cladding for very narrow rails. (b) Cross section and mode field of an SOH
phase shifter (hSi = 220 nm, wra il = 240 nm, d = 120 nm, hslab = 70 nm);
(c) Cross section and mode field of a POH phase shifter (h = 150 nm, d = 100
nm). The quasi-TE mode of the POH structure features a significantly stronger
confinement to the slot region than its SOH counterpart.

In this relation, k0 = 2πc/l is the optical vacuum wavenum- 487

ber at a vacuum wavelength λ, and Δne denotes the change of 488

the effective refractive index ne = β/k0 of the waveguide mode 489

as a consequence of the applied modulation voltage U. For both 490

SOH and POH devices, Δne can be approximately expressed 491

by the voltage U, the EO coefficient r33 of the cladding mate- 492

rial, the slot width d, and the field interaction factor Γslot,xof 493

the Ex -component of the optical quasi-TE mode with the EO 494

material in the slot region Dslot , see Fig. 8 (b) and (c) and Eqs. 495

(18)–(20) of the Appendix. This leads to the relation 496

ΔΦ =
1
2
n3

EOr33
U

d
Γslot,xk0L (6)

where nEO denotes the refractive index of the EO cladding 497

without any voltage applied to the device, and where Γslot,x is 498

given by Eq. (20) in the Appendix. From these relations, we 499
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can derive the voltage-length product required to obtain a phase500

shift of π,501

Uπ L =
2πd

n3
EOr33k0Γslot,x

. (7)

For a given EO material, POH devices feature a smaller Uπ L502

FOM due to the fact that the field interaction factor Γslot,x of503

the optical mode with the slot region of POH devices can be 2.5504

− 3.5 times larger than for SOH devices, see Fig. 8(a). This is505

due to both the tight confinement of the plasmonic mode to the506

slot region, see Fig. 8(b) and (c), and the reduced group veloc-507

ity of the plasmonic slot waveguide mode. Note that the field508

interaction factor Γslot,x as defined in Eq. (20) of the Appendix509

already accounts for effects of group velocity.510

Another important FOMof EO modulators results from the511

fact that the device length is related to the insertion loss via512

the propagation loss a in the phase shifter section. The quan-513

tity a is usually expressed in dB/mm. For pn-depletion-type514

phase shifters, propagation losses are mainly caused by dop-515

ing, and typically amount to approximately 1 dB/mm. For SOH516

devices, doping doses can be kept lower in the active region517

of the waveguide, and the associated propagation losses are518

expected to stay below 1 dB/mm. In addition, SOH devices519

experience structure-related propagation losses, which are at-520

tributed to sidewall roughness of the slot waveguides. It has521

been shown that asymmetric slot waveguides and optimized522

fabrication techniques can reduce structure-related propagation523

losses to less than 1 dB/mm [51]. For the overall propagation524

loss of a doped slot waveguide after optimization, we hence es-525

timate an upper boundary of 2 dB/mm—slightly worse than for526

the pn-depletion-type device. Plasmonic slot waveguides have527

considerably higher losses of the order of 400 dB/mm for current528

devices based on Au structures [26], which might be reduced to529

200 dB/mm by replacing Au with Ag [28]. In this context, it is530

important to consider that POH devices are significantly shorter531

than their SOH or depletion-type counterparts, which strongly532

mitigates the loss issue. This is expressed by the product of the533

propagation loss a and the Uπ L FOM—see fourth column in534

Table I. The resulting π-voltage-loss product has the unit dB535

V; it corresponds to the product of the phase-shifter insertion536

loss and the π-voltage and can be interpreted as the π-voltage537

of a device having a 1 dB insertion loss or, equivalently, as the538

insertion loss of a device having a π-voltage of 1 V. The SOH539

devices feature the lowest π-voltage-loss product aUπ L ≈ 1 dB540

V, whereas the corresponding numbers for both depletion-type541

devices are one order of magnitude higher. Interestingly, due542

to their small voltage-length product, POH modulators show543

similar performance as depletion-type modulators regarding the544

π-voltage-loss product. The fifth column of Table I specifies the545

charge ΔQ that has to be transferred to the device to achieve a546

phase shift of Δφ = p. As explained in Section II-B and in the547

Appendix, this number is rather insensitive to the exact imple-548

mentation of the device and can therefore be taken as an FOM549

for the efficiency of the underlying phase modulation mech-550

anism. For SOH devices, a ratio of ΔQ/Δφ ≈ 50 fC/π was551

estimated according to Eq. (4) in Section II-B using typical val-552

ues of λ = 1.55 μm, nEO = 1.7, r33 = 150 pm/V, h = 220 nm,553

εr = 6, and Γslot,x = 0.25. The same relation can be used for 554

POH devices, but with a reduced thickness h = 150 nm of the 555

metal layer and an enhanced field interaction factor of the order 556

of Γslot,x = 0.70. This leads to a ratio of ΔQ/Δφ ≈ 12 fC/π. 557

All these numbers are to be understood as estimates indicating 558

the order of magnitude—for FCD, our analysis given in Section 559

II-B leads to a value of ΔQ/Δφ ≈ 6000 fC/π, where optimiza- 560

tion of the optical mode overlap with the doping was not yet 561

considered. 562

Combining the aforementioned FOM, we can also quantify 563

the power consumption of the various modulator types. For 564

comparability, we consider devices having an insertion loss of 565

1 dB, hence requiring an operation voltage of U = aUπ L/1 566

dB to produce a phase shift of π. At the same time, we can 567

calculate the charge transport associated with a π phase shift to 568

be Q = ΔQ/Δφ × p. As discussed in Section II-B, the energy 569

consumption associated with this charge transport is dictated by 570

the power dissipation in a series resistor Ri during charging and 571

discharging the capacitance C = Q/U of the modulator. This 572

energy dissipation is independent of the exact value of Ri and, 573

for a single charging process, can be estimated to be W = QU/2 574

[35]. We may hence estimate the energy dissipation Wπ , 1 dB 575

associated with a phase shift of π in a device having a 1 dB 576

insertion loss, 577

Wπ,1 dB =
1
2
× ΔQ

ΔΦ
π × aUπ L

1 dB
. (8)

This FOMis indicated in the last column of Table I. The best 578

power efficiency is obtained using SOH devices. POH devices 579

require the smallest charge transport to achieve a π phase shift, 580

but they suffer from high propagation losses and hence need 581

to be kept short. This leads to higher operation voltages and 582

hence to a higher energy consumption. Still, POH devices have 583

distinct advantages when it comes to device footprint, enabling 584

modulator lengths of only several tens of micrometers. More- 585

over, the superior modulation bandwidth of POH devices makes 586

them particularly well suited for applications in THz EO mod- 587

ulation and signal processing. Note that the numbers given here 588

for POH modulators were obtained from first proof-of-concept 589

experiments, whereas pn-depletion-type devices have been op- 590

timized over many years. 591

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 592

We have given an overview on recent progress in SOH and 593

POH integration. The concepts combine highly efficient organic 594

EO materials with silicon photonic and plasmonic waveguides. 595

This enables highly efficient modulators with unprecedented 596

performance and compactness. Experimental demonstrations of 597

SOH devices include low-power operation at an energy con- 598

sumption of a few femtojoule per bit, ultra-fast modulation at 599

frequencies of up to 100 GHz, as well as IQ signaling using ad- 600

vanced modulation formats such as QPSK and 16QAM. POH 601

modulators stand out due to an ultra-compact footprint and due 602

to the absence of practically relevant intrinsic speed limitations. 603

Current research in the field of SOH EO modulators aims 604

at further increasing the device performance. We have recently 605

demonstrated that SOH devices do not only support 100 Gb/s 606
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on-off-keying (OOK) [52], but also 4ASK signaling at symbol607

rates of 64 GBd—both at room temperature and at 80 C [49].608

Beyond these experiments, there is still a series of practical609

device-related aspects that need systematic investigation in both610

SOH and POH modulators. As an example, drift of the oper-611

ating point, which is well known and thoroughly investigated612

in LiNbO3 [53] and other devices with insulating EO layer, is613

also observed in SOH and POH devices and requires further614

investigation.615

Another branch of research concentrates on improved or-616

ganic EO materials. Currently, in most material systems, less617

than 15% of the EO activity inherent in the chromophores is618

translated to macroscopic EO effects by poling, and the poling619

efficiency depends on the poling configuration. Improved quan-620

tum and statistical mechanical (multiscale) theoretical methods621

[54]–[59] have led to new classes of organic EO materials and622

to systematic improvements of the poling efficiency, enabling623

macroscopic EO coefficients r33 in excess of 500 pm/V in thin624

films [54], [55]. Theoretical calculations also suggest that new625

chromophores with significantly improved molecular first-order626

hyperpolarizability are possible [54], which may even lead to627

EO coefficients r33 in excess of 1000 pm/V, thereby enabling628

SOH modulators with π-voltages of less than 100 mV. More-629

over, theoretical guidance has also helped to reduce optical loss630

through control of the homogeneity of the material refractive631

index.632

Besides improving of EO coefficients, systematic investiga-633

tion and optimization of thermal and photochemical stability of634

EO cladding materials is subject of ongoing research. Thermal635

stability is defined by lattice hardness and usually quantified by636

the glass transition temperature Tg of the material [55]. A glass637

transition temperature of Tg = 150 C is adequate to satisfy638

Telcordia standards, and such temperatures are easily achieved639

by crosslinking chemistry, for which values of Tg = 200 C are640

routinely obtained [55]. A specific advantage of organic EO ma-641

terials is that a variety of parameters such as EO activity, optical642

loss, dielectric permittivity, lattice hardness, material compati-643

bility, and material processability can be simultaneously opti-644

mized by systematic chemical modification and by molecular645

engineering of the material. We believe that focused material-646

related research activities in the future will help to unlock the647

full potential of theory-guided design and synthesis of functional648

materials for both SOH and POH devices.649

APPENDIX

CHARGE TRANSFER IN OPTICAL PHASE SHIFTERS650

SOH and POH EO devices show superior efficiency in com-651

parison to conventional silicon photonic modulators based on652

FCD. To quantify this advantage, we consider first a conven-653

tional phase shifter based on an SOI strip waveguide of width654

w and height h, which exploits refractive index changes in the655

silicon waveguide core due to modulation of the free-carrier656

density, see Fig. 9(a) for an illustration of the waveguide cross657

section. For the analysis, we use a time and space dependence658

of the form exp(jωt − jβz), where ω = 2πc/l denotes the an-659

gular frequency of light with a vacuum wavelength λ, while β is660

Fig. 9. Schematic cross section of silicon photonic phase shifters. (a) Con-
ventional phase shifter, exploiting refractive index changes due to FCD in the
silicon (Si) waveguide core. (b) Slot-waveguide SOH phase shifter, exploit-
ing the refractive index change in the organic EO cladding. In both structures,
electric contacts have been omitted for simplicity.

the modal propagation constant along the propagation direction 661

z. The phase shift Δϕ accumulated along a waveguide of length 662

L can then be calculated to be 663

ΔΦ = −k0ΔneL, k0 =
2π

λ
. (9)

664

In this relation, Δne denotes the change of the effective re- 665

fractive index ne = β/k0 of the waveguide mode as a con- 666

sequence of free-carrier injection or depletion. In silicon, the 667

carrier-induced refractive index change is dominated by the con- 668

tribution of holes and can be approximated by 669

δnSi = −8.36 × 10−18cm2.4 × N 0.8
h (10)

where Nh denotes the density of holes [60]. The exponent of 670

0.8 makes the relationship of Eq. (10) slightly nonlinear, but we 671

may use a linear approximation which is valid in the vicinity of 672

a typical reference hole densities of Nh0 = 1017 cm−3, 673

ΔnSi = −B × ΔNh (11)

where ΔNh = Nh − Nh0 denotes the deviation of the hole den- 674

sity from the reference hole density Nh0 , and where ΔnSi = 675

δnSi (Nh) − δnSi (Nh0)is the corresponding refractive index 676

change. The quantity B = 2.7 × 10−21cm3 is a constant that 677

relates the change of the hole density in silicon to the change 678

of the refractive index. Within the SOI waveguide, both the 679

change of the hole density ΔNh (x, y) and the refractive index 680

change ΔnSi (x, y)depend on the lateral coordinates x and y, 681

and the corresponding change of the effective refractive index 682

must hence be evaluated by an overlap integral in terms of the 683

vectorial modal fields ε0 (x, y) andH0 (x, y) of the fundamental 684

waveguide mode [61], 685

Δne =
cε0nSi

∫∫ ∞
−∞ ΔnSi (x, y) |ε0 (x, y)|2dxdy

∫∫ ∞
−∞ Re {ε0 (x, y) ×H∗

0 (x, y)} · ezdxdy
. (12)

In this relation, nSi ≈ 3.48 is the refractive index of the silicon 686

core at the reference hole density of Nh0 = 1017 cm−3. Eq. (12) 687

indicates that the performance of conventional silicon-based 688

phase shifters can be optimized by designing the waveguide such 689

that the hole density changes ΔNh (x, y) and the associated 690

refractive variations ΔnSi (x, y) occur in a region where the 691

modal field ε0 (x, y) is strong [9]. 692

For a coarse estimation of the device efficiency, we may 693

neglect this effect and simplify Eq. (12) by assuming that holes 694

are injected or depleted homogeneously in the cross section of 695
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the waveguide core. As a consequence, both ΔNh (x, y) and696

ΔnSi (x, y) assume constant values of ΔNh,core and ΔnSi,core697

within the waveguide core and are zero in the cladding. Note698

that this is equivalent to assuming that the square of the mode699

field magnitude |ε0 (x, y)|2 can be approximated by a constant700

corresponding to its average value within the waveguide core. It701

is then irrelevant how injected or depleted holes are distributed702

over the cross section of the core; only the total number of703

transferred holes matters. Eq. (12) can then be approximated by704

the relation705

Δne = ΓcoreΔnSi,core (13)

where Γcore denotes the field interaction factor of the guided706

mode with the silicon waveguide core,707

Γcore =
cε0nSi

∫∫
D c o r e

|ε0(x, y)|2dxdy
∫∫ ∞

−∞ Re {ε0 (x, y) ×H∗
0 (x, y)} · ezdxdy

. (14)

In this relation, the integration domain Dcore of the area in-708

tegral in the numerator extends over the silicon waveguide core709

only. Combining Eqs. (9), (11), and (13), the phase shift can be710

related to the charge ΔQ of the injected holes,711

ΔΦFCD = Γcorek0
BΔQFCD

ewh
(15)

where the charge ΔQFCD is obtained from the elementary712

charge e = 1.602 × 10−19 C multiplied by the total number713

of holes within the volume V = whL of the waveguide core,714

ΔQFCD = ewhLΔNh. (16)

Solving Eqs. (15) and (16) for the ratio ΔQFCD/ΔφFCD715

leads to Eq. (3) of the main text.716

Similarly, we can estimate the phase-shift related charge717

transfer in SOH devices. To this end let us consider a slot718

waveguide of length L having a cross section as depicted in719

Fig. 9 (b) with a voltage U applied between the two silicon rails.720

The phase shift Δϕ accumulated along the waveguide is again721

calculated according to Eq. (9), where the change Δne of the722

effective refractive index of the mode can be approximated by723

an overlap integral of the mode field with the local index change724

ΔnEO (x, y) of the EO cladding [61],725

Δne =
cε0nEO

∫∫ ∞
−∞ ΔnEO (x, y)

∣
∣ε0,x (x, y)

∣
∣2dxdy

∫∫ ∞
−∞ Re {ε0 (x, y) ×H∗

0 (x, y)} · ezdxdy
. (17)

In this relation, nEO denotes the refractive index of the EO726

cladding seen by the dominant electric field component εx727

of the optical quasi-TE mode without any voltage applied to728

the device. Similarly, ΔnEO(x, y) denotes the local voltage-729

induced change of the refractive index that affects the optical730

εx -component. The overlap integral in the numerator of Eq. (17)731

contains only the x-component ε0,x (x, y) of the vectorial elec-732

tric mode field ε0 (x, y). For simplicity, we may assume that733

the modulating RF field features only an x-component which734

assumes a constant value of Emod,x = U /d in the slot region735

Dslot and which is negligible outside. Here, Dslot denotes a736

rectangular region having the width and the height of the slot,737

see Fig. 8(b) and (c). Using these assumptions, the refractive738

index change of the cladding can be assumed to have a constant 739

value of ΔnEO ,slot in the slot and to be zero elsewhere, where 740

ΔnEO ,slot = −1
2
n3

EOr33
U

d
. (18)

In this relation, the quantity r33 denotes the EO coefficient 741

of the cladding for electric fields oriented in parallel to the 742

material’s active optical axis, which is aligned along the x- 743

direction of the waveguide coordinate system. The associated 744

change of the effective mode index can now be estimated by 745

multiplying the refractive index change ΔnEO ,slot in the slot 746

with the field interaction factor Γslot,x of the mode with the slot 747

region Dslot , 748

Δne = Γslot,xΔnEO ,slot (19)

where 749

Γslot,x =
cε0nEO

∫∫
D slot |ε0,x(x, y)|2dxdy

∫∫ ∞
−∞ Re {ε0 (x, y) ×H∗

0 (x, y)} · ezdxdy
. (20)

In this relation, the area integral in the numerator extends 750

only over the slot region Dslot . Note that Eq. (20) can also be 751

applied to POH devices, where it accounts also for effects of 752

reduced group velocity of the plasmonic slot waveguide mode. 753

The charge transfer associated with applying a voltage U 754

to the slot waveguide can be estimated by approximating the 755

slot waveguide by a parallel-plate capacitor filled with the EO 756

polymer of relative permittivity εr . The associated capacitance 757

amounts to C = ε0εrhL/d, leading to a charge transfer of 758

ΔQSOH = ε0εr
hL

d
U. (21)

Combining Eqs. (9), (18), (19), and (21), the phase shift can 759

be related to the charge ΔQ of the injected holes, 760

ΔΦSOH = Γslot,xk0
r33n

3
EO ΔQSOH

ε0εrh
. (22)

Solving Eq. (22) for the ratio ΔQSOH/ΔφSOH leads to Eq. 761

(4) of the main text. Note that the derivation of Eq. (22) is inde- 762

pendent from the material of the waveguide rails through which 763

the voltage is applied to the EO material. All relations obtained 764

for SOH phase shifters can hence be directly transferred to POH 765

devices. 766
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I. INTRODUCTION 21

E LECTRO-OPTIC (EO) modulators are key building 22

blocks for highly integrated photonic-electronic circuits 23

on the silicon platform [1]–[4]. Due to the absence of linear 24

EO effects in bulk silicon, current modulators mostly rely on 25

free-carrier dispersion (FCD) by exploiting depletion [5] or 26

injection [6] of holes in diode or metal-oxide-semiconductor 27

(MOS) structures [7]. However, these concepts do not allow for 28

fast devices that feature low drive voltage and small footprint 29

simultaneously. Carrier injection enables voltage-length prod- 30

ucts as small as Uπ L = 0.36 Vmm, but the free-carrier lifetime 31

limits the modulation speed [6]. Carrier-depletion modulators, 32

in contrast, support symbol rates of up to 70 GBd when exploit- 33

ing frequency dependent impedance mismatch to compensate 34

for the low-pass characteristic of the device [8], but typical 35

voltage-length products are beyond 10 Vmm [2], [9]. Similarly, 36

high-speed plasmonic modulators predominantly exploit the in- 37

teraction of surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes with free 38

carriers in semiconductors or metals [10]–[13], thereby suffer- 39

ing from limitations in speed and efficiency. 40

These deficiencies can be overcome by the concepts of 41

silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) and plasmonic-organic hybrid 42

(POH) integration, which combine silicon-on-insulator (SOI) 43

waveguides and plasmonic nanostructures with organic EO 44

claddings. In this paper, we review recent progress in the field of 45

SOH [14]–[24] and POH [25]–[28] integration. The SOH con- 46

cept enables highly efficient modulators having voltage-length 47
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Fig. 1. Silicon-organic hybrid (SOH) MZM. (a) Schematic of the MZM. The device consists of two slot-waveguide (WG) phase modulators, driven in push-pull
operation by a single coplanar GSG transmission line. Before and after the modulator sections, the light is split and combined by multimode interference couplers
(MMI). (b) Cross-section of an SOH MZM using tungsten vias to connect the GSG transmission line to the Si slot waveguide. Push-pull operation is obtained
by an appropriate choice of poling directions (blue arrows) of the EO cladding in both arms with respect to the direction of the local RF field (red arrows).
(c) Cross-sectional view and simulated distribution of the dominant electrical component εx of the optical quasit-TE mode field for a single phase modulator
(slot width 160 nm, rail width 210 nm, waveguide height 220 nm). The optical mode is strongly confined to the slot due to electric-field discontinuities at the
slot sidewalls. (d) Simulated εx -component of the RF mode field of the slot waveguide. The modulation voltage drops across the narrow slot resulting in a high
modulation field that has a strong overlap with the optical mode. (e) Transmission versus dc voltage of a MZM having 1 mm long phase shifters. At bias voltages
above 3 V, the π-voltage of the device amounts to Uπ = 0.5 V, corresponding to a voltage-length product of Uπ L = 0.5 Vmm. For smaller dc voltages, free
charges in the cladding lead to a partial screening of the applied electric field and hence to slightly increased π-voltages for dc operation. (f) High-speed operation:
Phase modulation index η vs. frequency for an on-chip RF power of 10 dBm. When using an electric gate field Egate to increase the conductivity of the slabs, a
3 dB bandwidth of at least 100 GHz can be achieved [20]. The horizontal dotted black lines represent the maximum value (upper line) and a fraction of 70.7%
thereof (−3 dB, lower line). (Figure adapted from [15]).

products as small as Uπ L = 0.5 Vmm [20]–[22]. SOH modula-48

tors can be designed for low energy consumptions of only a few49

femtojoule per bit [19], [20] or for high modulation frequencies50

of up to 100 GHz [21]. Moreover, SOH devices are perfectly51

suited for advanced modulation formats such as quadrature52

phase-shift keying (QPSK) and 16-state quadrature-amplitude53

modulation (16QAM) [22], [23]. The high modulation effi-54

ciency of SOH modulators allows to drive the devices directly55

from binary CMOS output ports of standard field-programmable56

gate arrays (FPGA) for generating advanced modulation formats57

without the use of digital-to-analog converters (DAC) or radio-58

frequency (RF) drive amplifiers [24]. POH modulators stand out59

due to their high modulation speed and ultra-compact footprint,60

featuring voltage-length products down to Uπ L = 0.05 Vmm61

and typical lengths of a few tens of micrometers [25]–[28]. The62

viability of the devices has been demonstrated in a series of63

data transmission experiments using binary phase shift keying64

(BPSK), on-off-keying (OOK) and four-state amplitude shift65

keying (4-ASK) as modulation formats [25], [26]–[28].66

The paper is structured as follows: In Section II, we introduce67

the principles and the unique features of SOH devices and cover68

a series of experimental demonstrations. Section III introduces69

the POH approach and summarizes the corresponding exper-70

imental demonstrations, and Section IV gives a comparison71

of the various modulator concepts. The paper is concluded72

by an outlook covering current activities and future research73

directions, see Section V. The Appendix gives details on 74

mathematical models used to estimate modulator performance 75

end efficiency. 76

II. SOH INTEGRATION 77

A. The SOH Device Concept 78

The basic structure of an SOH Mach–Zehnder modulator 79

(MZM) is illustrated in Fig. 1(a) [14], [15]. The MZM comprises 80

two SOH phase modulators that are driven in push-pull mode 81

by a single coplanar transmission line in ground-signal-ground 82

(GSG) configuration. Each of the phase modulators consists of 83

a slot waveguide, which is covered by an organic EO material, 84

see cross-section in Fig. 1(b). The fundamental optical quasi- 85

TE mode is strongly confined to the slot region due to field 86

discontinuities at the slot sidewalls [29], Fig. 1(c). At the same 87

time, the metal strips of the transmission line are electrically 88

connected to the rails of the phase modulators by thin n-doped 89

silicon slabs such that a voltage applied to the transmission line 90

drops across the narrow slot. This results in a strong modulat- 91

ing RF field that overlaps perfectly with the optical quasi-TE 92

mode, see Fig. 1(d). For connecting the slot-waveguide phase 93

shifters to conventional SOI strip waveguides in an MZM con- 94

figuration, logarithmically tapered strip-to-slot converters are 95

used that have insertion losses of less than 0.1 dB at lengths of 96

less than 10 μm [30]. 97
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The basic SOI waveguide structures can be fabricated by98

widely available CMOS processes, and the EO organic material99

is then deposited by spin coating. Directly after deposition,100

the organic material does not show any macroscopic EO effect101

due to random orientation of the chromophore molecules. To102

induce macroscopic EO activity, the material is poled by heating103

it to the glass-transition temperature Tg while applying a dc104

poling voltage Upoling between the floating ground electrodes105

of the MZM. The resulting poling fields in the slots align the106

dipolar chromophores as indicated by the dark blue arrows in107

Fig. 1(b) [20]. While keeping the poling voltage constant, the108

chip is cooled back to room temperature such that the acentric109

order of the chromophores is conserved. The RF modulation110

field of the GSG transmission line, indicated by red arrows in111

Fig. 1(b), is parallel to the chromophore orientation in the left112

phase shifter and antiparallel in the phase shifter on the right-113

hand side, thereby resulting in efficient push-pull operation of114

the device.115

The π-voltages of the SOH MZM are obtained from measur-116

ing the transmission as a function of an applied DC voltage, see117

Fig. 1(e). For a device with 1 mm-long phase shifters, we find118

a π-voltage Uπ of only 0.5 V for bias voltages of more than119

3 V, corresponding to a voltage-length product of only Uπ L =120

0.5 Vmm, see Fig. 1(e) [20]. For smaller bias voltages, we ob-121

serve slightly increased spacings of the transmission dips and122

hence slightly increased π-voltages, which is attributed to free123

ions in the cladding that lead to a partial screening of the applied124

fields at small bias voltages. This effect is only observable for125

low frequencies and does not impede RF operation.126

The modulation speed of the modulators is limited by the127

RC time constant of the slot waveguide structure: The slot128

corresponds to a capacitor C, which is charged and discharged129

via the resistive silicon slabs, see Fig. 1(d). The EO bandwidth130

can be increased by applying a static gate voltage between the131

substrate and the top silicon layer, which increases the conduc-132

tivity of the slabs by inducing a charge accumulation layer [31].133

Applying this technique to a short device of only 500 μm length134

results in 3 dB bandwidths of more than 100 GHz,Fig. 1(f) [21].135

The SOH approach is a general concept, which is not limited136

to EO modulators only. We have shown that particularly com-137

pact and power-efficient phase shifters can be realized by using138

liquids crystals as a cladding of the SOH waveguide [32], [33].139

For a device length of 1.7 mm, we achieved an overall phase140

shift of approximately 80 π at a voltage of 4 V [32]. Similarly,141

we could demonstrate pulsed lasing in optically pumped SOH142

waveguides that have dye-doped polymers as a cladding [34].143

B. Efficiency of SOH Devices144

Energy efficiency is one of the most important metrics of145

photonic-electronic interfaces. The energy consumption of an146

EO modulator depends not only on the physical properties of147

the phase shifters, but also on the electronic design of the feed148

circuitry. Conventionally, modulators are designed as travelling-149

wave devices, having a 50 Ω input impedance, matched to the150

ZL = 50 Ω wave impedance of standard transmission lines and151

RF cables. For estimating the energy consumption, the device152

Fig. 2. Equivalent-circuit models of EO modulators. (a) Impedance-matched
travelling-wave device featuring an ohmic input load impedance of RL = 50 Ω,
connected to a transmission line having a wave impedance ZL = 50 Ω and a
signal source with an internal impedance of Ri.= 50 Ω. The modulator drive
voltage is only half the internal source voltage, Udrive = U0/2. For estimat-
ing the energy consumption, the device is modeled by a single 50 Ω resistor.
(b) Unterminated lumped-element EO modulator represented by a capacitive
load C. If the device is driven below its RiC cut-off frequency, the drive
voltage reaches a steady-state value which is equal to the open-circuit source
voltage, Udrive = U0. The energy consumption is then dictated by the power
dissipation in the resistor Ri during charging and dis-charging the capacitor.
This power dissipation is independent of the exact value of Ri .

can be modeled by an equivalent circuit consisting of a single 153

load resistor of RL = 50 Ω, see Fig. 2(a). The driving source 154

is characterized by an open-circuit voltage of U0 and an inter- 155

nal impedance of Ri = 50 Ω for minimum back reflection and 156

maximum power transfer to the transmission line. The modu- 157

lator drive voltage is then only half of the open-circuit source 158

voltage, Udrive = U0/2. For simple on-off-keying, the per-bit 159

energy consumption in the modulator can be estimated by con- 160

sidering the power dissipation in the load resistor during one bit 161

slot of duration Tbit , 162

Wbit =
U 2

driveTbit

4RL
. (1)

This concept leads to comparatively high energy consump- 163

tions: For operating voltages of only Udrive = 1 V, a load resis- 164

tance of RL = 50Ω, and a data rate of 10 Gb/s, i.e., a bit duration 165

of Tbit = 100 ps, the per-bit energy consumption amounts to 166

500 fJ/bit. 167

This energy consumption can be considerably reduced by us- 168

ing SOH devices. First, due to highly efficient EO materials and 169

the thereby decreased voltage-length products of Uπ L ≈ 0.5 170

Vmm, SOH phase shifters can be made much shorter than their 171

all-silicon counterparts that rely on FCD. As a consequence, 172

the length of SOH devices can be kept short in comparison to 173

the RF wavelength of the modulating signal on the chip, and the 174

devices do not need to be designed in an impedance-matched 175

travelling-wave configuration. Instead, the modulators can be 176

operated as purely capacitive loads, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b), 177

assuming that the electronic driver circuitry can be co-integrated 178

in close proximity such that the feed lines can be kept short and 179

impedance matching is not required. Assuming that the device 180

is driven below its RiC cut-off frequency fc = 1/(2πRiC) , the 181

drive voltage reaches a steady-state value which is equal to the 182

internal source voltage, Udrive = U0 . The energy consumption 183

is then dictated by the power dissipation in the resistor Ri during 184

charging and discharging the capacitor. This power dissipation 185

is independent of the exact value of Ri . For non-return-to-zero 186

(NRZ) OOK, the power dissipation can be estimated to be [35] 187

Wbit =
CU 2

drive

4
=

QbitUdrive

2
(2)
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where Qbit = C Udrive/2 denotes the average charge that has188

to be transported into the device per bit. Typical capacitances189

of SOH modulators amount to 200 fF for a 500 μm long device190

[19]. Assuming a drive voltage of 1 V, this leads to a typical191

per-bit energy consumption of 50 fJ/bit, which is approximately192

an order of magnitude smaller than the value estimated for193

travelling-wave devices.194

Besides the operating voltage Udrive , Eq. (2) introduces the195

charge transport Qbit per bit as another important figure of merit196

(FOM) that characterizes the efficiency of a capacitive EO phase197

shifter such as a reverse-biased pn-junction, an MOS capacitor,198

or an SOH or POH slot waveguide structure. To a first-order199

approximation, the phase shift in such a device is proportional200

to the charge transport, but independent of the device length:201

Increasing the length of the phase shifter will not only increase202

the phase shift for a given variation of refractive index and charge203

density, but also the active volume and hence the capacitance204

of the device will be increased, such that the ratio of phase205

shift Δϕ and the associated charge transfer ΔQ is constant, see206

Appendix for a more detailed analysis. Let us first consider a207

continuous-wave (CW) optical signal of vacuum wavelength λ208

that is phase-modulated by FCD in a silicon strip waveguide of209

width w and height h. Following the analysis described in the210

Appendix, the ratio of charge transfer and phase shift for FCD211

devices can be estimated to be212

ΔQFCD

ΔΦFCD
=

λwhe
2πBΓcore

(3)

where e = 1.602 × 10−19 C is the elementary electric charge,213

Γcore denotes the field interaction factor of the guided mode214

with the silicon waveguide core, and B = 2.7 × 10−21 cm3 is a215

material constant of silicon that relates the change of the density216

of holes to the change of the refractive index, see Appendix.217

Note that the ratio of charge transfer and phase shift given in218

Eq. (3) is rather insensitive to the exact implementation of the219

device, since the parameter ranges for waveguide width w and220

height h are usually determined by the necessity to maintain221

low-loss single-mode operation of the device. For typical values222

of λ = 1.55 μm, h = 220 nm, w = 450 nm, and Γcore = 0.8,223

we obtain charge transfers of the order of ΔQFCD/ΔφFCD ≈ 6224

pC/π for devices that are based on FCD.225

Similarly, we can estimate the normalized charge transfer226

for an SOH device, clad by an organic EO material of optical227

refractive index nEO , EO coefficient r33 , and an RF dielectric228

constant εr , see Appendix for more details. In this case, the ratio229

of charge transfer and phase shift amounts to230

ΔQSOH

ΔΦSOH
=

λε0εrh

2πr33n3
EOΓslot,x

(4)

where ε0 = 8854 × 10−12 As/Vm denotes the vacuum per-231

mittivity, and Γslot,x is the field interaction factor of the Ex -232

component of the guided mode field with the EO material in the233

slot, see Eq. (20) of the Appendix for the mathematical relation-234

ship and Fig. 8(a) for numerically calculated values. Also here,235

the ratio of charge transfer and phase shift is rather insensitive236

with respect to the device geometry, given the fact that there is237

only limited flexibility of choosing the height h of a single-mode 238

SOI waveguide. For typical values of λ = 1.55 μm, nEO = 1.7, 239

r33 = 150 pm/V, h = 220 nm, εr = 6, and Γslot,x = 0.25, we 240

obtain charge transfers of the order of ΔQSOH/ΔφSOH ≈ 50 241

fC/π. This means that for a given phase shift the charge transport 242

required in an SOH device is more than two orders of magni- 243

tude smaller than that for a conventional silicon photonic device 244

relying on FCD. This figure is independent of the length and 245

hence independent of the operation voltage of the device. This 246

confirms the superior efficiency of the SOH approach. Note that 247

the ratio ΔQSOH/ΔφSOH derived for SOH devices also applies 248

to POH modulators, see Appendix. A more detailed comparison 249

of different FOM for SOH, POH, and FCD modulators is given 250

in Section IV. 251

C. Advanced EO Materials 252

Besides the design of the optical waveguide and of the RF 253

feed line, the EO properties of the cladding are of crucial impor- 254

tance for the performance of SOH modulators. Conventionally, 255

the most commonly used cladding materials for SOH integration 256

are polymers doped with EO chromophores [36], [37]. While 257

these guest-host materials exhibit EO coefficients r33 as high as 258

198 pm/V at a wavelength of 1550 nm in bulk material or stacked 259

thin-film layers [38], [39], values measured in SOH devices were 260

much smaller, ranging from 20 to 60 pm/V [36], [37]–[40]. We 261

demonstrated that significantly larger in-device EO coefficients 262

of up to 230 pm/V can be achieved by using monolithic or binary 263

chromophores that do not require a polymer matrix to mitigate 264

dipolar interaction and detrimental head-to-tail orientation of 265

the chromophore molecules [19]. Fig. 3(a), (b), and (c) show 266

different molecular structures of EO materials. YLD124 is an 267

EO chromophore that is usually used in conventional guest-host 268

systems [41], [42], whereas the chromophores DLD164 and 269

PSLD41 are structurally engineered molecules optimized for 270

enhanced poling efficiency when used in monolithic form. For 271

DLD164, Fig. 3(b), pendant coumarin-containing site-isolation 272

groups (depicted in blue) mitigate dipole-dipole interaction and 273

reduce the rotational degrees of freedom of the chromophores 274

from three to two. This improves the chromophore alignment 275

for a given poling field by roughly a factor of two [39]. For 276

PSLD41, Fig. 3(c), perfluoraryl-containing side-groups (“site- 277

isolation groups,” depicted in blue) are used to effectively re- 278

duce the dipole-dipole interaction of neighboring molecules. 279

The chromophore features a dendrimer structure, consisting of 280

a central connecting motif that links three EO substructures. 281

This results in a spherical shape of the molecule and improved 282

poling efficiency [43]. 283

To investigate the performance of these materials in SOH de- 284

vices, we apply them to nominally identical modulator chips 285

and measure the π-voltage at dc such that the EO coefficient r33 286

can be derived. Fig. 3(d) depicts the resulting r33 as a function 287

of the applied poling field for various materials. This allows 288

calculating the poling efficiency, i.e., the ratio r33/Epoling in 289

the limit of small poling fields, indicated by the straight fitted 290

lines in Fig. 3(d). For a guest-host system of YLD124 (25 wt.%) 291
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Fig. 3. (a)–(c) Chemical structures of EO chromophores. The EO active cores are drawn in red. The materials DLD164 and PSLD41 consist of structurally
engineered chromophores that enable high chromophore densities and a high degree of chromophore orientation during poling. Sidegroups that lead to matrix
stabilization and enhancement of molecular orientation are marked in blue. (a) YLD124, used in guest-host systems (PMMA doped with 25 wt% YLD124) or in
a binary-chromophore organic glass together with PSLD41 (25:75 wt%). (b) DLD164, used in pure form as a monolithic chromophore. (c) PSLD41, a dendritic
molecule that combines three EO substructures, marked in light blue. (d) Measured poling efficiencies r33 / Epoling for the different organic cladding materials.
We find extraordinarily high in-device EO coefficients for DLD164 (190 pm/V) and for the YLD124/PSLD41 mixture (230 pm/V). (Figure adapted from [16]).

in PMMA, we measure small r33-values of less than 29 pm/V292

only along with low poling efficiencies of 0.23 nm2/V2. These293

values are far below those achieved in the corresponding bulk294

material [38] and similar to previously reported results in other295

guest-host systems [36]–[44]. For the pure monolithic chro-296

mophore DLD164, we find a much higher poling efficiency of297

1.17 nm2/V2 and a large r33 of up to 190 pm/V, see green trace298

in Fig. 3(d). For pure PSLD41, both the in-device r33 and the299

poling efficiency are slightly smaller and amount to 97 pm/V300

and 0.31 nm2/V2, respectively, whereas a mixture of YLD124301

and PSLD41 (25:75 wt.%) results in an EO coefficient of 230302

pm/V which is even higher than that of its constituents with a303

poling efficiency of 0.92 nm2/V2. These findings are in good304

agreement with results obtained in the corresponding bulk ma-305

terial, where the binary chromophore system YLD124/PSLD41306

was found to have an r33 coefficient that exceeds even the sum307

of the r33 coefficients of its constituents [45]. The observed r33308

coefficient of 230 pm/V is the highest reported value in an SOH309

device until now, and is even higher than previously reported310

record values of a fully organic MZM, where 137 pm/V was311

measured [46].312

Comparing in-device EO coefficients r33 to the values ob-313

tained for the corresponding EO bulk materials, we find that314

poling efficiencies r33/Epoling for bulk material are generally315

higher than for thin layers in SOH devices. However, the thin lay-316

ers of EO material in SOH devices turn out to be more resilient317

with respect to dielectric breakdown, such that higher electric318

poling fields Epoling can be applied than in bulk configurations.319

We attribute the increased resilience to thin-film effects and to a320

low number of defects in the SOH slot region. The ability to use321

higher poling fields may even overcompensate the effect of a re-322

duced poling efficiency: For PSLD41, the highest reported bulk323

EO coefficient amounts to r33 = 90 pm/V and is achieved for a324

poling field of 90 V/μm, whereas an r33-coefficient of 98 pm/V325

was observed in an SOH device for a poling field of more than326

300 V/μm, which is far beyond the maximum applicable poling327

field of 100 V/μm in bulk material. A more detailed discussion328

can be found in [19].329

D. Advanced EO SOH Devices: Modulation at fj/bit and 330

Advanced Modulation Formats 331

The viability of SOH devices has been demonstrated in a 332

series of experiments. By combining highly efficient EO ma- 333

terials with ultra-short devices that can be operated as purely 334

capacitive loads, MZM with record-low power consumptions 335

were demonstrated [19], [20]. In an OOK signaling experiment, 336

a peak-to-peak drive voltage of only 80 mVpp was sufficient 337

to keep the measured bit-error ratio (BER) below the hard- 338

decision forward-error correction (FEC) threshold of 4.510−3 339

[47]. This corresponds to a record-low energy consumption of 340

only 0.7 fJ/bit [20]. For a BER below 10−9 , a drive voltage 341

of Udrive = 460 mVpp was required, corresponding to a power 342

consumption of 27 fJ/bit. An eye diagram for a peak-to-peak 343

drive voltage of 300 mVpp is depicted in Fig. 4(a), correspond- 344

ing to an energy consumption of 10 fJ/bit. These figures are an 345

order of magnitude below the energy consumption of all-silicon 346

MZM relying on FCD [48]. Besides conventional OOK, SOH 347

MZM also support advanced modulation formats such as binary 348

phase shift keying (BPSK) and bipolar amplitude shift keying 349

(ASK), Fig. 4(b) [17]. Using bipolar 4ASK at a symbol rate 350

of 64 GBd, we demonstrated line rates of up to 128 Gb/s [49]. 351

Moreover, QPSK and 16-state quadrature amplitude modulation 352

(16QAM) have been demonstrated with symbol rates (raw data 353

rates) of up to 45 GBd (90 Gb/s) and 40 GBd (160 Gb/s), respec- 354

tively, see Fig. 4(c) and (d) [22]–[24]. For 16QAM transmission 355

at 28 GBd, the IQ modulator was operated with peak-to-peak 356

drive voltages of 600 mVpp , leading to a power consumption 357

of only 19 fJ/bit [22]. This is the lowest drive voltage and the 358

lowest energy consumption that has so far been reported for a 359

silicon 16QAM modulator at comparable speed. 360

The high modulation efficiency of SOH devices can be used 361

to greatly simplify the electronic driver circuitry. In particular, 362

it is possible to directly use the binary outputs of state-of-the- 363

art CMOS circuitry for generating the sub-1 V drive signals 364

required to operate the modulator. We have demonstrated gen- 365

eration of simple OOK signals by connecting an SOH MZM 366
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Fig. 4. Experimental demonstration of high-performance SOH modulators. (a) Modulation at ultra-low energy consumption: When operating a short device
with high EO efficiency as a capacitive load, good signal quality can be obtained for modulation energies of a few femtojoule per bit [19], [20]. (b) Constellation
diagrams for BPSK and bipolar ASK along with the corresponding error-vector magnitudes (EVM). BPSK transmission was found to be error-free. For the bipolar
4ASK (56 Gb/s) and the bipolar 8ASK (84 Gb/s), the measured BER amounted to 2 × 10−6 and 9.7 × 10−3 , respectively [17]. (c) Constellation diagrams of
QPSK signals for symbol rates of 35 and 45 GBd [22], [23]. No bit errors were detected within our record length of 62.5 μs for 35 GBd, and the error vector
magnitude (EVMm ) indicate error-free signals with BER < 10−9 . At 45 GBd, the BER amounts to 1.5 × 10−5 and is well below the threshold for hard-decision
FEC with 7% overhead. (d) Constellation diagrams of 16QAM-signals for symbol rates of 28 and 40 GBd. For 28 GBd, the IQ modulator was operated with
peak-to-peak voltages of Upp = 0.6 V, leading to a power consumption of 19 fJ/bit and a BER of 5.1 × 10−5 —well below the threshold for second-generation
hard-decision FEC. For 40 GBd, the BER is still below the 2.4 × 10−2 threshold for soft-decision FEC with 20 % overhead. (Figure adapted from [15]).

Fig. 5. DAC-less amplifier-less generation of 16QAM signals by driving a
highly efficient SOH IQ modulator from the binary CMOS outputs of a FPGA via
a purely passive combiner network. The four-level drive signals for the in-phase
(I) and quadrature (Q) arm of the modulator are generated by superimposing
two binary signals, one of which is attenuated by a factor 2 in amplitude (6 dB).
The resulting four-level signal has a peak-to-peak amplitude of 400 m Vpp . and
is sufficient to generate high-quality 16QAM signals at a symbol rate of 10 GBd
and an energy consumption of only 18 fJ/bit [24].

directly to a standard 10 Gb/s GTX transmitter port of a Xilinx367

Virtex-7 FPGA without using an intermediate drive amplifier368

[50]. More recently, we have extended this concept to advanced369

modulation formats by demonstrating that 16QAM signals at370

13 GBd can be generated without using DAC or drive ampli-371

fiers [24]. The underlying concept is illustrated in Fig. 5. A372

highly efficient SOH IQ modulator is connected to four bi-373

nary CMOS outputs of a FPGA via a purely passive combiner374

network. The four-level drive signals for the in-phase (I) and375

quadrature (Q) MZM are generated by a purely passive com-376

biner network which superimposes two binary signals, one of377

which is attenuated by a factor 2 in amplitude (6 dB). The result-378

ing four-level signal has a peak-to-peak amplitude of 400 mVpp ,379

which is sufficient to generate 16QAM signals that maintain a380

BER below the threshold of hard-decision FEC with 7% over-381

head, even after propagation over 100 km [24]. The associated382

energy consumption amounts to only 18 fJ/bit and is smaller by383

more than an order of magnitude than that of conventional 16384

QAM transmitters.385

III. POH INTEGRATION386

A. The POH Device Concept387

The basic idea of the SOH concept can be transferred to388

plasmonic waveguides, leading to POH devices. In POH phase389

shifters, both the optical and the RF signal are guided by thin390

metal sheets, see Fig. 6(a) and (b) [25]. The two sheets form 391

a metal slot waveguide in which light propagates as a SPP 392

mode. The slot is filled with an EO polymer, and phase mod- 393

ulation is achieved by applying a voltage to the metal sheets. 394

The tight confinement of the SPP modes leads to an overlap of 395

optical and RF field that is even better than for POH waveg- 396

uides. As a consequence, record-low voltage-length products 397

down to Uπ L = 0.05 Vmm were demonstrated in POH devices 398

[27]. Moreover, POH modulators offer speed advantages com- 399

pared to their SOH counterparts: In SOH devices, charging and 400

discharging of the slot capacitance through the resistive silicon 401

slabs leads to an intrinsic RC time constant which may limit the 402

speed of the device as described in Section II-A [21]. POH de- 403

vices are not affected by such intrinsic limitations, since the slot 404

capacitance is connected to the source by a highly conductive 405

metal film, within which free carriers rearrange virtually instan- 406

taneously under the influence of an externally applied voltage. 407

Moreover, extrinsic speed limitations caused by a nonzero in- 408

ternal impedances of real-world voltage sources can be safely 409

neglected in POH devices due to the extraordinarily small ca- 410

pacitance, which can be of the order of C = 3 fF [27]. Together 411

with an internal source impedance of typically Ri = 50 Ω, this 412

leads to an RC-related bandwidth of the order of 1 THz, which 413

is far above the limitations imposed by current electronic drive 414

circuitry. This in combination with the essentially instantaneous 415

response of the organic EO cladding material frees POH devices 416

from any appreciable limitations of the modulation speed. 417

Since plasmonic waveguides still exhibit substantial propa- 418

gation loss, it is advantageous to embed the POH into a network 419

of conventional dielectric SOI waveguides that allow low-loss 420

transport of light across the photonic chip, see Fig. 6(c). For ef- 421

ficient mode conversion between the photonic strip waveguide 422

and the plasmonic slot waveguide, transitions between the di- 423

electric transport waveguides and the POH phase shifter sections 424

are realized by inversely tapered SOI structures that connect to 425

the input of a tapered SPP slot waveguide, Fig. 6(d) [25]. The 426

coupling structures are approximately 3 μm long and feature 427

power conversion efficiencies of more than 80% [25]. 428
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Fig. 6. POH phase modulator. (a) Optical mode: Light is guided as a SPP mode of a metal slot waveguide. The slot is filled with an EO polymer, and phase
modulation is achieved by applying a modulating voltage to the metal sheets. (b) RF mode: The applied voltage drops entirely across the slot, leading to perfect
overlap of the RF mode with the optical mode in the EO cladding. (c) POH modula-tor connected to dielectric SOI waveguides: Current plasmonic waveguides
feature high propagation losses. It is therefore advantageous to embed the POH phase modulator into conventional silicon photonic circuitry that uses low-loss
dielectric waveguides to transport light across the chip. (d) Mode converter between a photonic strip waveguide and a plasmonic slot waveguide made from gold
(Au). The converter structures are approximately 3 μm long and feature power conversion efficiencies of more than 80 %. (Figure modified from [25]).

Fig. 7. Experimental demonstration of a POH MZM. (a) The POH phase shifters are embedded into a Mach–Zehnder interferometer realized by conventional
SOI strip waveguides. Electrical signals are fed to the device using a GSG electrode configuration. (b), (c) Zoom-in of the POH phase shifters and the transitions
between dielectric SOI waveguides and plasmonic slot waveguides. (d) BER versus optical input power P 0 into the POH MZM for different phase shifter lengths
L. A phase shifter length of L = 29 μm leads to a compromise between the optical insertion loss and the modulation depth of the signal. (e) Frequency response
of a 29 μm-long POH phase modulator. The graph depicts the modulation index as a function of the modulating frequency for a sinusoidal RF modulation signal
delivered by a 50 Ω generator with an available power of –10 dBm. Grey dots indicate measured values, and the black line represents a linear fit to this data.
The frequency response is essentially flat over the measurement range, except for a small frequency-dependent decay and some oscillations that we attribute
to reflections from the POH modulator that acts as a capacitive load. To indicate the 3 dB limit, we include a dashed line at half the modulation index in the
low-frequency limit. The device features a 3 dB bandwidth of significantly more than 60 GHz.

B. Experimental Demonstrations of POH Devices429

The viability of POH EO modulators was demonstrated in first430

data transmission experiments using BPSK and conventional431

on-off keying (OOK) at data rates of 40 Gb/s as well as bipolar432

ASK with four levels (4ASK) at 90 Gb/s [25]–[28]. The MZM433

device layout and the experimental results for 40 Gb/s OOK are434

depicted in Fig. 7 [26]. The device consists of a Mach–Zehnder 435

interferometer realized by conventional SOI strip waveguides 436

with embedded POH phase shifter sections, see Fig. 7(a), (b), 437

and (c). 438

Electrical signals are fed to the device by GSG electrodes, and 439

appropriate poling of the POH phase shifters is used to enable 440
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF FOM OF DIFFERENT MODULATOR TYPES

Modulator
Type

Uπ L [Vmm] a [dB/mm] aUπ L
[dBV]

ΔQ/Δϕ[fC/π ] Wπ , 1 d B ,
[fJ]

pn-depletion 10.00 1 10 > 1000 5000
SOH 0.5 2 1 50 25
POH 0.05 200 10 12 60

efficient push-pull operation as described for SOH devices in441

Section II-A. The performance of the generated data signal442

depends predominantly on the length L of the phase shifters:443

Giving the limited RF drive power, short devices lead to an in-444

sufficient modulation depth, whereas long devices suffer from445

excessive optical insertion loss and hence degrade the signal446

quality as well.Fig. 7(d) shows measured BER versus optical447

input power P0 that is launched into MZM of different phase448

shifter lengths L. A length of L = 29μm leads to the lowest BER449

for a given launch power and hence represents a good compro-450

mise between the optical insertion loss and the modulation depth451

of the signal. To characterize the high-speed behavior of the de-452

vice, we measured the EO response of a 29 μm long POH phase453

modulator, see Fig. 7(e) which depicts the modulation index as454

a function of the modulation frequency for a 29 μm-long POH455

phase modulator. The device was driven by sinusoidal signal456

generator having an impedance of 50 Ω and an available RF457

power of –10 dBm. Grey dots indicated measured values, and458

the black line represents a linear fit to the measured data. The459

frequency response features a small frequency-dependent decay460

and some oscillations that we attribute to back-reflections due to461

the capacitive input impedance of the POH modulator. The 3 dB462

bandwidth of the device is significantly larger than the measure-463

ment range of 60 GHz. The decay of the frequency response is464

attributed to RC time constants that result from an interaction of465

the device capacitance with the 50 Ω internal impedance of the466

source and additional parasitic impedances of the feed circuitry.467

IV. COMPARISON OF DEVICE CONCEPTS AND PERFORMANCE468

When evaluating the performance of POH modulators in469

comparison to SOH devices and conventional depletion-type470

FCD modulators, several FOM need to be considered, see Ta-471

ble I. Note that for all FOM described in this section, smaller472

values correspond to superior device performance. This some-473

what counter-intuitive definition of the FOM is chosen to adhere474

to conventional modulator performance metrics that are com-475

monly used in the literature. Modulator efficiency is normally476

expressed by the product of π-voltage Uπ and device length L.477

In this respect, current SOH devices show more than an order478

of magnitude of improvement [20] compared to conventional479

depletion-type FCD modulators [2]–[9]. POH devices improve480

this FOM by another order of magnitude [27] due to an en-481

hanced interaction of the guided light and the RF modulation482

field within the EO material. For a more detailed quantitative483

analysis of the enhanced interaction, we consider the phase shift484

Δϕ accumulated along a phase-shifter waveguide of length L485

under the influence of an externally applied voltage,486

ΔΦ = −k0ΔneL. (5)

Fig. 8. Field interaction of the optical mode with the EO cladding material.
(a) Field interaction factor γslot of the optical mode with the EO cladding
material in the slot region Dslot as a function of slot width d for both POH
and SOH waveguides at a wavelength of 1550 nm. The field interaction factor
γslot ,x as defined in Eq. (20) of the Appendix takes into account both the effects
of spatial field overlap and of reduced group velocity. For the SOH device, the
height of the silicon waveguides amounts to hSi = 220 nm, and a value of
wra il = 240 nm was chosen for the width of the silicon rails, which represents
approximately the optimum for a maximum field interaction factor γslot ,x . In
general, POH devices feature a 2.5–3.5 times larger field interaction factor than
SOH devices due to the tight confinement of the plasmonic mode to the slot
region and due to a reduced group velocity of the plasmonic slot mode. For
POH devices, γslot ,x decreases as the height h of the metal is reduced, since
the mode field reaches further out of the slot region Dslot . Similarly, for SOH
devices, γslot decreases as the height hslab of the silicon slabs is increased,
since the optical mode field reaches out further into the slab region and the
intensity within Dslot reduces. For the width of the silicon rails, the optimum
value of wra il � 240 nm represents a trade-off between strong field confinement
in the silicon core for very wide rails and deep penetration of the mode field into
the cladding for very narrow rails. (b) Cross section and mode field of an SOH
phase shifter (hSi = 220 nm, wra il = 240 nm, d = 120 nm, hslab = 70 nm);
(c) Cross section and mode field of a POH phase shifter (h = 150 nm, d = 100
nm). The quasi-TE mode of the POH structure features a significantly stronger
confinement to the slot region than its SOH counterpart.

In this relation, k0 = 2πc/l is the optical vacuum wavenum- 487

ber at a vacuum wavelength λ, and Δne denotes the change of 488

the effective refractive index ne = β/k0 of the waveguide mode 489

as a consequence of the applied modulation voltage U. For both 490

SOH and POH devices, Δne can be approximately expressed 491

by the voltage U, the EO coefficient r33 of the cladding mate- 492

rial, the slot width d, and the field interaction factor Γslot,xof 493

the Ex -component of the optical quasi-TE mode with the EO 494

material in the slot region Dslot , see Fig. 8 (b) and (c) and Eqs. 495

(18)–(20) of the Appendix. This leads to the relation 496

ΔΦ =
1
2
n3

EOr33
U

d
Γslot,xk0L (6)

where nEO denotes the refractive index of the EO cladding 497

without any voltage applied to the device, and where Γslot,x is 498

given by Eq. (20) in the Appendix. From these relations, we 499
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can derive the voltage-length product required to obtain a phase500

shift of π,501

Uπ L =
2πd

n3
EOr33k0Γslot,x

. (7)

For a given EO material, POH devices feature a smaller Uπ L502

FOM due to the fact that the field interaction factor Γslot,x of503

the optical mode with the slot region of POH devices can be 2.5504

− 3.5 times larger than for SOH devices, see Fig. 8(a). This is505

due to both the tight confinement of the plasmonic mode to the506

slot region, see Fig. 8(b) and (c), and the reduced group veloc-507

ity of the plasmonic slot waveguide mode. Note that the field508

interaction factor Γslot,x as defined in Eq. (20) of the Appendix509

already accounts for effects of group velocity.510

Another important FOMof EO modulators results from the511

fact that the device length is related to the insertion loss via512

the propagation loss a in the phase shifter section. The quan-513

tity a is usually expressed in dB/mm. For pn-depletion-type514

phase shifters, propagation losses are mainly caused by dop-515

ing, and typically amount to approximately 1 dB/mm. For SOH516

devices, doping doses can be kept lower in the active region517

of the waveguide, and the associated propagation losses are518

expected to stay below 1 dB/mm. In addition, SOH devices519

experience structure-related propagation losses, which are at-520

tributed to sidewall roughness of the slot waveguides. It has521

been shown that asymmetric slot waveguides and optimized522

fabrication techniques can reduce structure-related propagation523

losses to less than 1 dB/mm [51]. For the overall propagation524

loss of a doped slot waveguide after optimization, we hence es-525

timate an upper boundary of 2 dB/mm—slightly worse than for526

the pn-depletion-type device. Plasmonic slot waveguides have527

considerably higher losses of the order of 400 dB/mm for current528

devices based on Au structures [26], which might be reduced to529

200 dB/mm by replacing Au with Ag [28]. In this context, it is530

important to consider that POH devices are significantly shorter531

than their SOH or depletion-type counterparts, which strongly532

mitigates the loss issue. This is expressed by the product of the533

propagation loss a and the Uπ L FOM—see fourth column in534

Table I. The resulting π-voltage-loss product has the unit dB535

V; it corresponds to the product of the phase-shifter insertion536

loss and the π-voltage and can be interpreted as the π-voltage537

of a device having a 1 dB insertion loss or, equivalently, as the538

insertion loss of a device having a π-voltage of 1 V. The SOH539

devices feature the lowest π-voltage-loss product aUπ L ≈ 1 dB540

V, whereas the corresponding numbers for both depletion-type541

devices are one order of magnitude higher. Interestingly, due542

to their small voltage-length product, POH modulators show543

similar performance as depletion-type modulators regarding the544

π-voltage-loss product. The fifth column of Table I specifies the545

charge ΔQ that has to be transferred to the device to achieve a546

phase shift of Δφ = p. As explained in Section II-B and in the547

Appendix, this number is rather insensitive to the exact imple-548

mentation of the device and can therefore be taken as an FOM549

for the efficiency of the underlying phase modulation mech-550

anism. For SOH devices, a ratio of ΔQ/Δφ ≈ 50 fC/π was551

estimated according to Eq. (4) in Section II-B using typical val-552

ues of λ = 1.55 μm, nEO = 1.7, r33 = 150 pm/V, h = 220 nm,553

εr = 6, and Γslot,x = 0.25. The same relation can be used for 554

POH devices, but with a reduced thickness h = 150 nm of the 555

metal layer and an enhanced field interaction factor of the order 556

of Γslot,x = 0.70. This leads to a ratio of ΔQ/Δφ ≈ 12 fC/π. 557

All these numbers are to be understood as estimates indicating 558

the order of magnitude—for FCD, our analysis given in Section 559

II-B leads to a value of ΔQ/Δφ ≈ 6000 fC/π, where optimiza- 560

tion of the optical mode overlap with the doping was not yet 561

considered. 562

Combining the aforementioned FOM, we can also quantify 563

the power consumption of the various modulator types. For 564

comparability, we consider devices having an insertion loss of 565

1 dB, hence requiring an operation voltage of U = aUπ L/1 566

dB to produce a phase shift of π. At the same time, we can 567

calculate the charge transport associated with a π phase shift to 568

be Q = ΔQ/Δφ × p. As discussed in Section II-B, the energy 569

consumption associated with this charge transport is dictated by 570

the power dissipation in a series resistor Ri during charging and 571

discharging the capacitance C = Q/U of the modulator. This 572

energy dissipation is independent of the exact value of Ri and, 573

for a single charging process, can be estimated to be W = QU/2 574

[35]. We may hence estimate the energy dissipation Wπ , 1 dB 575

associated with a phase shift of π in a device having a 1 dB 576

insertion loss, 577

Wπ,1 dB =
1
2
× ΔQ

ΔΦ
π × aUπ L

1 dB
. (8)

This FOMis indicated in the last column of Table I. The best 578

power efficiency is obtained using SOH devices. POH devices 579

require the smallest charge transport to achieve a π phase shift, 580

but they suffer from high propagation losses and hence need 581

to be kept short. This leads to higher operation voltages and 582

hence to a higher energy consumption. Still, POH devices have 583

distinct advantages when it comes to device footprint, enabling 584

modulator lengths of only several tens of micrometers. More- 585

over, the superior modulation bandwidth of POH devices makes 586

them particularly well suited for applications in THz EO mod- 587

ulation and signal processing. Note that the numbers given here 588

for POH modulators were obtained from first proof-of-concept 589

experiments, whereas pn-depletion-type devices have been op- 590

timized over many years. 591

V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK 592

We have given an overview on recent progress in SOH and 593

POH integration. The concepts combine highly efficient organic 594

EO materials with silicon photonic and plasmonic waveguides. 595

This enables highly efficient modulators with unprecedented 596

performance and compactness. Experimental demonstrations of 597

SOH devices include low-power operation at an energy con- 598

sumption of a few femtojoule per bit, ultra-fast modulation at 599

frequencies of up to 100 GHz, as well as IQ signaling using ad- 600

vanced modulation formats such as QPSK and 16QAM. POH 601

modulators stand out due to an ultra-compact footprint and due 602

to the absence of practically relevant intrinsic speed limitations. 603

Current research in the field of SOH EO modulators aims 604

at further increasing the device performance. We have recently 605

demonstrated that SOH devices do not only support 100 Gb/s 606
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on-off-keying (OOK) [52], but also 4ASK signaling at symbol607

rates of 64 GBd—both at room temperature and at 80 C [49].608

Beyond these experiments, there is still a series of practical609

device-related aspects that need systematic investigation in both610

SOH and POH modulators. As an example, drift of the oper-611

ating point, which is well known and thoroughly investigated612

in LiNbO3 [53] and other devices with insulating EO layer, is613

also observed in SOH and POH devices and requires further614

investigation.615

Another branch of research concentrates on improved or-616

ganic EO materials. Currently, in most material systems, less617

than 15% of the EO activity inherent in the chromophores is618

translated to macroscopic EO effects by poling, and the poling619

efficiency depends on the poling configuration. Improved quan-620

tum and statistical mechanical (multiscale) theoretical methods621

[54]–[59] have led to new classes of organic EO materials and622

to systematic improvements of the poling efficiency, enabling623

macroscopic EO coefficients r33 in excess of 500 pm/V in thin624

films [54], [55]. Theoretical calculations also suggest that new625

chromophores with significantly improved molecular first-order626

hyperpolarizability are possible [54], which may even lead to627

EO coefficients r33 in excess of 1000 pm/V, thereby enabling628

SOH modulators with π-voltages of less than 100 mV. More-629

over, theoretical guidance has also helped to reduce optical loss630

through control of the homogeneity of the material refractive631

index.632

Besides improving of EO coefficients, systematic investiga-633

tion and optimization of thermal and photochemical stability of634

EO cladding materials is subject of ongoing research. Thermal635

stability is defined by lattice hardness and usually quantified by636

the glass transition temperature Tg of the material [55]. A glass637

transition temperature of Tg = 150 C is adequate to satisfy638

Telcordia standards, and such temperatures are easily achieved639

by crosslinking chemistry, for which values of Tg = 200 C are640

routinely obtained [55]. A specific advantage of organic EO ma-641

terials is that a variety of parameters such as EO activity, optical642

loss, dielectric permittivity, lattice hardness, material compati-643

bility, and material processability can be simultaneously opti-644

mized by systematic chemical modification and by molecular645

engineering of the material. We believe that focused material-646

related research activities in the future will help to unlock the647

full potential of theory-guided design and synthesis of functional648

materials for both SOH and POH devices.649

APPENDIX

CHARGE TRANSFER IN OPTICAL PHASE SHIFTERS650

SOH and POH EO devices show superior efficiency in com-651

parison to conventional silicon photonic modulators based on652

FCD. To quantify this advantage, we consider first a conven-653

tional phase shifter based on an SOI strip waveguide of width654

w and height h, which exploits refractive index changes in the655

silicon waveguide core due to modulation of the free-carrier656

density, see Fig. 9(a) for an illustration of the waveguide cross657

section. For the analysis, we use a time and space dependence658

of the form exp(jωt − jβz), where ω = 2πc/l denotes the an-659

gular frequency of light with a vacuum wavelength λ, while β is660

Fig. 9. Schematic cross section of silicon photonic phase shifters. (a) Con-
ventional phase shifter, exploiting refractive index changes due to FCD in the
silicon (Si) waveguide core. (b) Slot-waveguide SOH phase shifter, exploit-
ing the refractive index change in the organic EO cladding. In both structures,
electric contacts have been omitted for simplicity.

the modal propagation constant along the propagation direction 661

z. The phase shift Δϕ accumulated along a waveguide of length 662

L can then be calculated to be 663

ΔΦ = −k0ΔneL, k0 =
2π

λ
. (9)

664

In this relation, Δne denotes the change of the effective re- 665

fractive index ne = β/k0 of the waveguide mode as a con- 666

sequence of free-carrier injection or depletion. In silicon, the 667

carrier-induced refractive index change is dominated by the con- 668

tribution of holes and can be approximated by 669

δnSi = −8.36 × 10−18cm2.4 × N 0.8
h (10)

where Nh denotes the density of holes [60]. The exponent of 670

0.8 makes the relationship of Eq. (10) slightly nonlinear, but we 671

may use a linear approximation which is valid in the vicinity of 672

a typical reference hole densities of Nh0 = 1017 cm−3, 673

ΔnSi = −B × ΔNh (11)

where ΔNh = Nh − Nh0 denotes the deviation of the hole den- 674

sity from the reference hole density Nh0 , and where ΔnSi = 675

δnSi (Nh) − δnSi (Nh0)is the corresponding refractive index 676

change. The quantity B = 2.7 × 10−21cm3 is a constant that 677

relates the change of the hole density in silicon to the change 678

of the refractive index. Within the SOI waveguide, both the 679

change of the hole density ΔNh (x, y) and the refractive index 680

change ΔnSi (x, y)depend on the lateral coordinates x and y, 681

and the corresponding change of the effective refractive index 682

must hence be evaluated by an overlap integral in terms of the 683

vectorial modal fields ε0 (x, y) andH0 (x, y) of the fundamental 684

waveguide mode [61], 685

Δne =
cε0nSi

∫∫ ∞
−∞ ΔnSi (x, y) |ε0 (x, y)|2dxdy

∫∫ ∞
−∞ Re {ε0 (x, y) ×H∗

0 (x, y)} · ezdxdy
. (12)

In this relation, nSi ≈ 3.48 is the refractive index of the silicon 686

core at the reference hole density of Nh0 = 1017 cm−3. Eq. (12) 687

indicates that the performance of conventional silicon-based 688

phase shifters can be optimized by designing the waveguide such 689

that the hole density changes ΔNh (x, y) and the associated 690

refractive variations ΔnSi (x, y) occur in a region where the 691

modal field ε0 (x, y) is strong [9]. 692

For a coarse estimation of the device efficiency, we may 693

neglect this effect and simplify Eq. (12) by assuming that holes 694

are injected or depleted homogeneously in the cross section of 695
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the waveguide core. As a consequence, both ΔNh (x, y) and696

ΔnSi (x, y) assume constant values of ΔNh,core and ΔnSi,core697

within the waveguide core and are zero in the cladding. Note698

that this is equivalent to assuming that the square of the mode699

field magnitude |ε0 (x, y)|2 can be approximated by a constant700

corresponding to its average value within the waveguide core. It701

is then irrelevant how injected or depleted holes are distributed702

over the cross section of the core; only the total number of703

transferred holes matters. Eq. (12) can then be approximated by704

the relation705

Δne = ΓcoreΔnSi,core (13)

where Γcore denotes the field interaction factor of the guided706

mode with the silicon waveguide core,707

Γcore =
cε0nSi

∫∫
D c o r e

|ε0(x, y)|2dxdy
∫∫ ∞

−∞ Re {ε0 (x, y) ×H∗
0 (x, y)} · ezdxdy

. (14)

In this relation, the integration domain Dcore of the area in-708

tegral in the numerator extends over the silicon waveguide core709

only. Combining Eqs. (9), (11), and (13), the phase shift can be710

related to the charge ΔQ of the injected holes,711

ΔΦFCD = Γcorek0
BΔQFCD

ewh
(15)

where the charge ΔQFCD is obtained from the elementary712

charge e = 1.602 × 10−19 C multiplied by the total number713

of holes within the volume V = whL of the waveguide core,714

ΔQFCD = ewhLΔNh. (16)

Solving Eqs. (15) and (16) for the ratio ΔQFCD/ΔφFCD715

leads to Eq. (3) of the main text.716

Similarly, we can estimate the phase-shift related charge717

transfer in SOH devices. To this end let us consider a slot718

waveguide of length L having a cross section as depicted in719

Fig. 9 (b) with a voltage U applied between the two silicon rails.720

The phase shift Δϕ accumulated along the waveguide is again721

calculated according to Eq. (9), where the change Δne of the722

effective refractive index of the mode can be approximated by723

an overlap integral of the mode field with the local index change724

ΔnEO (x, y) of the EO cladding [61],725

Δne =
cε0nEO

∫∫ ∞
−∞ ΔnEO (x, y)

∣
∣ε0,x (x, y)

∣
∣2dxdy

∫∫ ∞
−∞ Re {ε0 (x, y) ×H∗

0 (x, y)} · ezdxdy
. (17)

In this relation, nEO denotes the refractive index of the EO726

cladding seen by the dominant electric field component εx727

of the optical quasi-TE mode without any voltage applied to728

the device. Similarly, ΔnEO(x, y) denotes the local voltage-729

induced change of the refractive index that affects the optical730

εx -component. The overlap integral in the numerator of Eq. (17)731

contains only the x-component ε0,x (x, y) of the vectorial elec-732

tric mode field ε0 (x, y). For simplicity, we may assume that733

the modulating RF field features only an x-component which734

assumes a constant value of Emod,x = U /d in the slot region735

Dslot and which is negligible outside. Here, Dslot denotes a736

rectangular region having the width and the height of the slot,737

see Fig. 8(b) and (c). Using these assumptions, the refractive738

index change of the cladding can be assumed to have a constant 739

value of ΔnEO ,slot in the slot and to be zero elsewhere, where 740

ΔnEO ,slot = −1
2
n3

EOr33
U

d
. (18)

In this relation, the quantity r33 denotes the EO coefficient 741

of the cladding for electric fields oriented in parallel to the 742

material’s active optical axis, which is aligned along the x- 743

direction of the waveguide coordinate system. The associated 744

change of the effective mode index can now be estimated by 745

multiplying the refractive index change ΔnEO ,slot in the slot 746

with the field interaction factor Γslot,x of the mode with the slot 747

region Dslot , 748

Δne = Γslot,xΔnEO ,slot (19)

where 749

Γslot,x =
cε0nEO

∫∫
D slot |ε0,x(x, y)|2dxdy

∫∫ ∞
−∞ Re {ε0 (x, y) ×H∗

0 (x, y)} · ezdxdy
. (20)

In this relation, the area integral in the numerator extends 750

only over the slot region Dslot . Note that Eq. (20) can also be 751

applied to POH devices, where it accounts also for effects of 752

reduced group velocity of the plasmonic slot waveguide mode. 753

The charge transfer associated with applying a voltage U 754

to the slot waveguide can be estimated by approximating the 755

slot waveguide by a parallel-plate capacitor filled with the EO 756

polymer of relative permittivity εr . The associated capacitance 757

amounts to C = ε0εrhL/d, leading to a charge transfer of 758

ΔQSOH = ε0εr
hL

d
U. (21)

Combining Eqs. (9), (18), (19), and (21), the phase shift can 759

be related to the charge ΔQ of the injected holes, 760

ΔΦSOH = Γslot,xk0
r33n

3
EO ΔQSOH

ε0εrh
. (22)

Solving Eq. (22) for the ratio ΔQSOH/ΔφSOH leads to Eq. 761

(4) of the main text. Note that the derivation of Eq. (22) is inde- 762

pendent from the material of the waveguide rails through which 763

the voltage is applied to the EO material. All relations obtained 764

for SOH phase shifters can hence be directly transferred to POH 765

devices. 766
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